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ABSTRACT 
 Improvement of catalytic reactions relies on detailed understanding of the reaction 
mechanism, and this in turn depends on the ability to detect, characterize, and identify reaction 
intermediates that often have extremely short lifetimes or are highly unstable when removed 
from the reaction medium. For this reason, numerous techniques and approaches have been 
developed over the years with the goal of identifying catalytic reaction intermediates. While 
spectroscopic methods often give indirect insight into a reaction mechanism, mass spectrometry 
(MS) is unparalleled in the level of chemical specificity.  
Ambient MS methods can capture fleeting intermediates of catalytic cycles with reaction 
times of a few milliseconds or less, and the novel methodology described in this paper can 
simultaneously reduce the reaction time and increase the chemical complexity of these reactions 
compared to previous ambient MS methods. This novel method is characterized both for its 
scope of chemical reactions as well as its analytical capabilities. The new methodology is then 
applied to study a number of interesting catalytic systems. Finally, it is proposed, based on the 
successes of the new method towards the characterization of said catalytic reactions, that 
increasingly complex catalytic transformations be explored.  
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH SUMMARY 
1.1 Introduction 
 Understanding catalytic reaction mechanisms is essential to the development and 
improvement of synthetic processes,
1-3
 as increased knowledge of a reaction’s mechanism can 
aid in the increase of product yields, the reduction of harmful chemical waste, and the lowering 
of overall energy and material usage.
4
 Rational catalyst design based on principles learned by 
tweaking catalyst structures can greatly improve organometallic catalysts, whose reactivity can 
often be altered by even the smallest changes to their ligand architectures.
3
 Often, understanding 
a catalytic reaction’s mechanism requires observation or inference of “reactive intermediates”: 
species with short lifetimes that the catalyst, substrate, or both must pass through on the journey 
toward product formation.
4, 5
 Especially in organometallic catalysis, these are often unusual and 
interesting chemical species that can be difficult to isolate.
5, 6
 Iron-based catalysts, for example, 
are emerging as an attractive alternative to their precious-metal counterparts due to iron’s natural 
abundance, low cost, and lack of toxicity.
7
 Many catalytic intermediates in these systems are 
interesting high-valent Fe=O species.
6, 8
 Consequentially, a number of specialized methods have 
been developed over the years with the goal of trapping, characterizing, or otherwise observing 
these (and numerous other) interesting catalytic species.  
 There are two basic strategies for capturing catalytic reactive intermediates. In one 
approach, reaction progress can be slowed drastically and intermediates can be “trapped” by use 
of extremely low temperatures and interrogated spectroscopically or spectrometrically. This 
strategy has been employed extensively when coupled to spectroscopic techniques such as EPR,
9
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NMR
10
 and Mössbauer
11
 spectroscopy because these techniques are highly amenable to the solid 
samples generated by freezing of solution-phase reactions for most solvents at such extreme 
temperatures. However, the primary drawback of these techniques is their disruption of the 
“normal” catalytic conditions, as the freezing process could alter the catalytic species observed. 
Recent work has also investigated the use of cryogenic temperatures to capture transient reaction 
intermediates using electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS).
12
 One advantage of 
using mass spectrometric detection is that, once trapped, the reactive species of interest can have 
very long lifetimes owing to the vacuum pressures of most mass spectrometers.
4, 13, 14
 This 
methodology shows promise as a general approach for reactive intermediate detection, although 
the combined choice of solvent and temperature is limited by the freezing point of the solvent. 
 In an alternative approach, reactions can be either initiated or quenched on extremely 
short timescales and analyzed in an on-line fashion. Fast laser flash methodologies coupled to 
UV-Vis, IR, or Raman spectroscopic detection can study photochemical reaction intermediates 
with femtosecond time resolution because the reaction is initiated with a pump laser pulse of 
very short duration.
15-17
 The drawback with these spectroscopic approaches is that they cannot 
always definitively determine the exact structure, composition, or chemical formula of a given 
reaction intermediate. Non-photochemical solution-phase reactions can be studied using stopped-
flow devices,
18
 often coupled to MS,
19
 NMR,
20
 or fluorescence
21
 detection, but these methods 
stuffer from slower timescales relative to the photochemical approaches. For example, small 
volume stopped-flow mixing devices have been constructed to couple to ESI-MS which can 
achieve time resolution into the 5-10 millisecond range.
19, 22
 However, these techniques are 
limited by their complicated construction (which limits throughput) and are prone to carryover 
effects.  
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 Ambient mass spectrometric techniques have recently shown great promise in the capture 
and detection of transient catalytic reaction intermediates because of their simple experimental 
setup and short reaction times. Ambient MS techniques have greatly expanded the scope of 
analytical chemistry by enabling analysis of samples in their native conditions or 
environments.
23-25
 Desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) MS has been applied to the 
characterization of rapid catalytic reactions and the capture of reactive intermediates in these 
cycles.
26-31
 This technique has, in fact, demonstrated capture of a diiron(III,IV) imido reaction 
intermediate with a bulk solution lifetime of less than one millisecond,
32
 highlighting the short 
reaction times observed in DESI. In this technique, one reactant in a nebulized spray combines 
with another reactant or set of reactants deposited on a solid surface. Since reaction can occur 
only as the droplets impinge the surface and travel into the mass spectrometer—a process which 
is estimated to take around one millisecond
26—very short reaction times can be achieved. The 
reaction is rapidly quenched as the microdroplets evaporate upon entering the heated MS inlet. 
While this methodology has found numerous applications in characterizing simple reactions, it is 
inherently incapable of introducing more reaction complexity without combining some of the 
reagents prior to the MS experiment. While this is not a problem for all chemical systems, it 
must be prevented in highly reactive systems that are prone to off-path processes such as those 
studied here. This thesis primarily describes our implementation of a novel strategy for DESI-
type measurements on rapid, complex catalytic systems using a modified version of 
transmission-mode (TM) DESI-MS
33-38
 described in Chapter 3.  
 TM-DESI simplifies the geometric requirements of traditional DESI by electrospraying 
directly through a mesh on which an analyte of interest has been placed.
33
 TM-DESI has 
previously found application in direct chemical interrogation of mosquito netting due to the ease 
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of analysis.
37
 In addition, it has proven to be a useful tool in complex mixture analysis because 
the mesh material can be functionalized in order to capture specific analyte classes than can then 
be analyzed by MS without potential interferents.
35, 36
 However, it is herein employed to 
interrogate rapid, complex chemical reactions by introducing three separate reactants in a defined 
order on a timescale estimated to be between 300-700 microseconds. By keeping reactants 
separate, off path reactions can be prevented from occurring prior to the MS experiment. The fast 
reaction timescale enables study of rapid reactions whose intermediates cannot be isolated by 
conventional methods.   
1.2 Dissertation and Research Overview 
 Chapter 2 gives a detailed account of all of the MS methodologies employed in this 
paper. Special emphasis is given to the methods developed in this laboratory, even methods that 
were ultimately replaced by TM-DESI.  
 Chapter 3 is based on the journal article submitted on this research project, which focuses 
on the implementation and characterization of reactive transmission-mode desorption 
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (rTM
2
-DESI-MS) for the study of iron-based catalytic 
oxidation reactions. Attention is given to the iron porphyrin catalysts themselves, their varied 
reactivity with propranolol based on catalyst structure, and the implementation of this reaction 
within rTM
2
-DESI. This chapter also focuses on characterization of the rTM
2
-DESI experimental 
performance characteristics, including the observed shorter reaction timescale compared to 
rDESI as validated by two separate chemical systems.  
 Chapter 4 focuses on other experiments related to iron porphyrin chemistry or the 
establishment of rTM
2
-DESI that do not appear in Chapter 3. These center on the growing 
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understanding of iron porphyrin chemistry gained from numerous preliminary experiments using 
rDESI to characterize their reactions with an oxidant. Additionally, the effects of other 
experimental parameters, such as inlet temperature and atmospheric O2, on the catalyst activation 
process were investigated.  Finally, the reactivity of the iron porphyrins with other catalytic 
substrates besides propranolol were explored using rTM
2
-DESI-MS and MS/MS. It is clear from 
these experiments that iron porphyrin oxidation catalysts exhibit a diverse range of reactivities 
depending on the type of substrate employed.  
 Chapter 5 deals with the fascinating ambient MS-based studies performed in 
collaboration with the Que group at the University of Minnesota on a non-heme iron oxidation 
catalyst. Experiments designed to try to observe the high-valent Fe
V
 species implicated in their 
catalytic oxidation cycles by use of various ambient MS methods show strong evidence for the 
observation of this previously unobserved and exciting reaction intermediate. Additional 
experiments to rule out other isobaric possibilities confirm this assignment, although future 
experiments might be able to unambiguously assign this species’ identity.  
 Chapter 6 opens a new vista of rTM-DESI-based research focused on implementing 
increasingly complex catalytic reactions into this methodology. The successful implementation 
of rTM
2
-DESI is proposed to be extended to study multicatalytic systems that operate two 
catalytic cycles either in tandem or simultaneously to achieve increasingly complex chemical 
transformations. The complex interactions of two combined catalytic cycles are often not well 
understood, and our ambient MS methods could allow for powerful characterization of these 
reactions on short timescales.  
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1.3 Conclusions 
 Synthetic and organometallic chemistry continues to benefit greatly from better and 
better understanding of catalytic reactions, and new and more powerful methodologies to 
characterize the reactive intermediates essential to this understanding are on the rise. This paper 
outlines several applications of the novel ambient MS method capable of studying increasingly 
complex catalytic reactions on increasingly short timescales that can yield powerful insight into 
the most rapid catalytic reaction mechanisms. As the complexity of chemical transformations 
continues to grow, so too much the capabilities of the methods used to characterize and 
understand them. 
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CHAPTER 2 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
2.1 Reactive Transmission-Mode Desorption Electrospray Ionization MS 
 For all experiments, a homebuilt DESI emitter was made from a Swagelok tee (Swagelok 
Inc., Solon, OH), with a 250/350 ID/OD fused silica capillary (Polymicro Technologies, 
Phoenix, AZ) used for the sheath gas, with a 100/200 ID/OD fused silica capillary for the liquid 
transfer line. The DESI sprayer was mounted onto a 3D micromanipulator for precise 
positioning, and was typically positioned 0.5-1.5 cm from the MS inlet. Solvents were pumped 
via a Harvard Pump 11 dual syringe pump (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA) using 500 μL 
syringes (Hamilton Company, Reno, NV). Typical liquid flow rates for the DESI spray were 
between 5 and 30 μL/min, depending on the solvent and other conditions. A nebulizing gas 
pressure of 200 psi of ultrahigh purity N2 (S. J. Smith Welding Company, Davenport, IA) was 
used for all experiments unless otherwise noted.  
 Meshes used for these experiments were made of woven PEEK plastic (Small Parts, Inc., 
Miramar, FL) with strand diameter of 71 μm, mesh thickness of 110 μm, and 56% open area (50 
μm pore opening). 5 μL of sample solution was typically deposited by spreading it over a 
consistent mesh area using the plastic pipette tip. Meshes were held in place by home-built mesh-
holding posts designed and fabricated by Troy Comi. Keeping a substantial degree of tautness in 
the meshes during analysis was integral to acquiring reproducible mass spectra, and these mesh 
holders were designed for such a purpose. A constant replenishment of sample was also 
necessary, so the mesh was sampled by constantly moving it laterally and vertically to ensure as 
“constant” an ion flux as possible.  
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 The distance between the DESI emitter and the mesh also needed to remain constant 
throughout the experiment, so a metal bar was clamped into place below the emitter that 
contacted the mesh holder and kept the mesh at a fixed distance from the emitter, usually 0.5-3 
mm. For two-mesh experiments, a second set of mesh-holder posts was secured behind the first 
in one of three fixed positions such that the inter-mesh distance was held constant at 0.6 mm, 1.3 
mm, or 2 mm. The back mesh analyte was spotted, dried, and outlined with red Sharpie
®
. Then 
the front mesh was secured into place, and the analyte was spread over the same area as the back 
mesh.  
2.2 Continuous-Flow Electrospray Ionization MS 
 For all experiments, the DESI emitter described in Section 2.1 was used as an ESI 
emitter. Two syringes were connected to a zero-dead-volume static mixing tee (Upchurch 
Scientific, Cole Parmer Instrument Co., Vernon Hills, IL) with a short (10-15 cm) fused silica 
liquid transfer line connecting the mixing tee to the ESI emitter. Typical solvent flow rates 
ranged from 2 to 10 μL/min. When applicable, ±1.5, ±3, or ±5 kV was applied directly to one of 
the syringes, provided by a Bertran Series 205B high voltage power supply (Spellman High 
Voltage Electronics Corporation, Hauppauge, NY). Also when applicable, the system was cooled 
to -40°C by placing dry ice directly on top of each syringe, and immersing the mixing tee in a 
3:2 mixture of methanol and water containing dry ice.  
2.3 Desorption Electrospray Ionization MS 
 For all experiments, the DESI emitter described in Section 2.1 was used. The emitter was 
typically positioned 0.5-1.5 cm from the MS inlet, at an approximately 55° angle to the analysis 
surface, and held in place by a ring stand. Typical solvent flow rates were 5 – 30 μL/min, with 
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200 psi ultra-high purity N2 nebulizing gas. In order to mimic rTM-DESI, the sample was 
constantly moved to replenish analyte on the surface impacted by the DESI spray.  
2.4 Enclosed Desorption Electrospray Ionization MS in a Nitrogen Chamber 
 For DESI experiments conducted “under Nitrogen” (see Section 4.7), a small enclosure 
was created to maintain a positive pressure of N2. The plastic lid from a stack of blank compact 
discs was drilled with holes for the intrusion of a long (~10 cm) DESI emitter, the extended MS 
inlet (Prosolia, Inc., Indianapolis, IN), and a gas line, as well as another hole left open to vent 
excess N2. All solutions were also purged with Ar (S. J. Smith Welding Company, Davenport, 
IA) for 10 min prior to analysis to remove any atmospheric O2. The chamber was closed by 
raising a lab jack up for the bottom surface, and then the chamber was flushed with a positive 
pressure (~40 psi) of N2 for 20 min. The sample surface was moved by moving the entire lab 
jack gently.  
2.5 Combined Reactive Desorption Electrospray / Extractive Electrospray Ionization MS 
 For this experiment, the primary (DESI) sprayer was positioned 10.1 mm from the MS 
inlet and 2.1 mm to the left at an 80° angle with respect to the inlet. The secondary (EESI) 
sprayer was positioned 22.5 mm from the MS inlet and 90° to the primary emitter. The primary 
DESI spray liquid flow rate was 8 μL/min, and the EESI spray liquid flow rate was 3 μL/min, 
both with 200 psi N2. This experiment was only performed once for a short period of time before 
the setup became misaligned. Further attempts to successfully realign these sprayers to achieve 
the same quality of results as those presented in Section 4.9 were unsuccessful.  
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2.6 COMSOL Modeling Parameters 
 All simulations were performed with the computational fluid dynamics module, 
COMSOL 4.4 Version 4.4.0.248, using a laminar flow model to solve for non-time-dependent 
steady state velocity profiles. The meshes are modeled based upon the meshes used for 
experiments, with 71 μm strand diameter with 149 μm between strands. Additionally, the 
microdroplet sprayer is modeled by an annulus corresponding to the area between the inner and 
outer capillaries where the modeled N2 flow originates, with normal inflow velocity set to 200 
m/s. A non-permeable cylinder of height of 200 μm represents the solvent line. The outer 
capillary has an inner diameter of 250 μm and the inner capillary has an outer diameter of 200 
μm. The between-mesh spacing was either 0.5 or 1 mm.  The distance from the tip of the emitter 
to the first mesh was 1 mm, and the inner capillary stuck out 200 μm from the outer capillary. A 
2 x 2 x d mm
3
 block of nitrogen was simulated around the tip of the emitter, where the third 
dimension parameter d (along the emitter-mesh-inlet axis) changes with mesh-to-mesh distance. 
For mesh-to-mesh spacing = 0.5 mm, d = 3.5 mm; for mesh-to-mesh spacing = 1 mm, d = 4 mm. 
All fluid parameters for the N2 gas were provided by COMSOL.  The back face of the cube is a 0 
Pa pressure boundary.  
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CHAPTER 3 
MULTISTAGE REACTIVE TRANSMISSION-MODE DESORPTION 
ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION FOR CHARACTERIZING RAPID REACTIONS 
3.1 Notes and Acknowledgements 
 This chapter was modified directly from a manuscript that was submitted for publication 
at the same time as the deposition of this thesis. Kevin Parker helped begin this project with me, 
and Azzy Francis performed most of the experiments shown in Figs. 3.6-3.10 under my 
supervision. Troy Comi was also heavily involved on this project (second author), as he designed 
and built the entire TM-DESI manifold, as well as helping with data analysis / interpretation. I 
must also acknowledge Jed Veach for making Fig. 3.12.  
3.2 Abstract 
A novel ambient ionization method is presented for characterization of rapid reactions by 
mass spectrometry (MS) that provides the ability to introduce multiple reagents in a specific 
order, as well as short reaction times estimated to be on the order of ~300-700 μs. This method is 
used to characterize iron porphyrin hydroxylation reactions by an array of catalysts.  
3.3 Introduction 
Ambient mass spectrometry
23, 24
 has revolutionized analytical chemistry in the past 
decade by enabling MS analysis of real-world samples in real-world conditions. Transmission-
mode desorption electrospray ionization (TM-DESI)
33, 36
 is an ambient MS method that involves 
spraying an electrostatically charged solvent through a mesh having micrometer-sized open areas 
(~70 μm) on which analytes of interest are deposited. TM-DESI provides a simplified 
experimental setup that facilitates more rapid analyses.
33
 In addition, the surface of the mesh can 
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be functionalized to extract specific compounds from complex matrices prior to MS analysis.
36
 
Herein, we demonstrate that employing more than one mesh in series (Fig. 3.1), a technique we 
named multistage reactive transmission-mode DESI (rTM
n
-DESI, where n represents the number 
of desorption stages), provides a simple and unique approach for studying rapid chemical 
reactions in solution. We applied this technique to study two reactions: iron hydroxylation 
catalysis and the chemical reduction of  dichlorophenolindophenol (DCIP). The former reaction 
demonstrated the advantage of separating reagents to avoid off-path processes, while the latter 
experiments provided insight about the accessible time scale of this technique. 
5-12 mm1 mm 2-4 mm
mCPBA
Fe Porphyrins Substrate
MS
++++ ++ +++ + +++
+
+
++
+ +
++
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
10-30 µL/min
N2 = 200 psi
 
Fig 3.1 Experimental design of rTM
2
-DESI-MS. 
3.4 Results and Discussion 
One powerful capability of rTM
n
-DESI-MS is its ability to introduce multiple separate 
reagents in a predetermined order, which minimizes off-path reactions. Iron porphyrins are a 
class of biomimetic catalysts capable of a wide variety of oxidation reactions.
6
 Catalysts such as 
iron tetra(pentafluorophenyl)porphyrin (Fe-TPFPP, 1) can be activated by an oxidant such as 
meta-chloroperbenzoic acid (mCPBA; see species 1a in Scheme 3.1A) to yield either 1b or 1c. 
One of these highly oxidized reaction intermediates (thought to be 1c)
6
 can carry out rapid C-H 
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hydroxylation of catalytic substrates such as propranolol
39
 (2, Scheme 3.1A), but these catalysts 
immediately begin to degrade at room temperature through the pathway shown in Scheme 3.1B 
for iron tetraphenylporphyrin (Fe-TPP, 3).
40
 rTM-DESI experiments having both propranolol and 
mCPBA in the microdroplet spray solvent led to observation of aliphatic oxidation product 2a 
even without a catalyst (Figs. 3.4A and C, Section 3.6), which interfered with the analysis of 
catalyst reactivity. Unless specified otherwise, all solvents/chemicals were purchased from 
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, and used without further purification, except for the iron 
catalysts, which were purchased from Frontier Scientific, Inc., Logan, UT. In order to prevent 
this off-path reaction, propranolol (5 μL of 5 x 10-5 M in CH2Cl2) was placed on a PEEK mesh 
(71 um strand diameter, 56% open area, Small Parts, Inc., Miramar, FL) behind a mesh bearing 
the catalyst (5 μL of 5 x 10-5 M 1+Cl in CH2Cl2), ensuring that no reaction took place prior to the 
rTM
2
-DESI experiment (Fig. 3.1). A high-speed microdroplet spray containing mCPBA (grey) 
reacts with deposited iron porphyrin complexes (green, red, yellow), generating catalytic 
intermediates in secondary microdroplets (pink). Hydroxylation of the substrate (blue) is initiated 
when the secondary microdroplets impact the next mesh in the sequence. The reaction continues 
in desorbed tertiary microdroplets (purple) as they travel towards the inlet of an Orbitrap
41
 mass 
spectrometer. Previous studies suggest that the oxidizing power of the activated Fe catalyst 
decreases with increasing electron density at the metal center.
6
 By placing five different catalysts 
on a single mesh, their relative reactivities towards propranolol oxidation could be compared in a 
single rTM
2
-DESI experiment. By acquiring MS/MS of m/z 276.2 (species 2a or 2b) in the ion 
trap with concurrent Orbitrap
41
 full MS, relative reactivities of the Fe porphyrins towards both 
aromatic and aliphatic hydroxylation could be assessed together.  
14 
 
 
Scheme 3.1. (A) Catalytic cycle of Fe-TPFPP oxidation of propranolol. m/z values in grey represent species with 
uncertain identifications due to the possibility of ligand oxidation. See text for details. (B) Degradation pathway of 
Fe-TPP involving oxidative cleavage of an aryl group, leaving a biliverdin-type species.
40
 
MS/MS intensities of four characteristic peaks for aromatic hydroxylation (m/z 98, 116, 
173, & 199, which all have O-atom addition on the ring; fragment structures shown in Fig. 3.4B-
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D) were summed, as were four peaks from aliphatic hydroxylation (m/z 114, 183, 198, 232). 
These sums were multiplied by the ratio of m/z 276 to m/z 260 as a measure of the relative 
intensity of each hydroxylation product (Fig. 3.2A). Aromatic oxidation showed a pronounced 
dependence on the porphyrin ligand, which matches previously reported bulk solution reactivity 
patterns,
6
 while aliphatic oxidation was less differentiated between catalysts. In addition, six 
other catalytic substrates were studied using this methodology with two other solvent systems 
(Figs. 3.5-3.10). These results highlight the general capability of rTM
2
-DESI-MS for screening 
of catalyst reactivity in rapid, complex catalytic systems. 
rTM
n
-DESI can also provide information regarding catalytic mechanisms by capturing 
potential reaction intermediates. In an rTM
1
-DESI reaction between 2 x 10
-5
 M mCPBA spray 
solvent and Fe-TPFPP (5 μL of 5 x 10-4 M deposited), a positive mode peak at m/z 1027.977 is 
observed in Fig. 3.2B corresponding to the free Fe porphyrin cation 1. Coordination of available 
anions such as chloride ([Cl]
-
) and m-chlorobenzoate ([mCBA]
-
) to 1 is also observed in negative 
mode experiments (Fig. 3.2C) at m/z 1097.914 ([1+2Cl]
-
), m/z 1217.935 ([1+Cl+mCBA]
-
) and 
m/z 1337.957 ([1+2mCBA]
-
). Low-intensity peaks at m/z 1233.931 and m/z 1353.952 suggest 
detection of [1a+Cl]
-
 and [1a+mCBA]
-
.
 
However, these species are expected to have a lifetime 
on the order of ~19 μs based on extrapolation from previously reported data for a related Fe 
porphyrin catalyst
42
 (see Section 3.6 for details), so these masses are more likely isobaric 
degradation products containing a [Fe-X]-mCBA group with  oxygen insertion into the porphyrin 
ring. This is supported by experiments that add free TPFPP ligand to the deposited Fe-TPFPP, 
which show oxidation of the free porphyrin (Fig. 3.11). Oxidation of the ligand also complicates 
the assignment of the Fe
IV
 oxo porphyrin radical 1c at m/z 1043.972, which is also isobaric with 
ligand oxidation. Species 1b, however, is definitively observed at m/z 1078.941 and m/z 
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1198.962 corresponding to [1b+Cl]
-
 and [1b+mCBA]
-
, respectively. These results hint at the 
ability of rTM
n
-DESI-MS to capture reactive intermediates of a catalytic reaction on the fly. 
In addition to observing potential on-path catalytic intermediates, rTM
n
-DESI can 
provide information on catalyst decomposition pathways. Previous MS/UV-Vis studies have 
shown that iron porphyrins will rapidly degrade though the pathway shown in Scheme 3.1B,
40
 
and, of all the catalysts studied in this report, Fe-TPP is the least stable.
6
 Intact Fe-TPP (3) is 
observed at m/z 668.166, and the Fe=O species is observed at m/z 684.161 (Fig. 3.2D). The 
intermediates of TPP degradation are observed at intensities that are 35% (3a), 5.1% (3b), and 
21% (3c) relative to 3, indicating that the majority of the catalyst remains intact through the 
rTM
1
-DESI experiment. Observation of these intermediates provides further support that rTM
n
-
DESI is a versatile platform that can study numerous aspects of a catalytic reaction.   
17 
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Fig 3.2 (A) Comparison of five Fe porphyrin catalysts towards aromatic and aliphatic oxidation of propranolol by 
rTM
2
-DESI. Abbreviations: TMP = tetramesitylporphyrin; TDCPP = tetra(2,6-dichlorophenyl)porphyrin; TDCPP = 
tetra(2,6-difluorophenyl)porphyrin. Structures for these other catalysts can be found in Scheme 3.2. (B) Positive-
mode rTM
1
-DESI mass spectrum of mCPBA reaction with Fe-TPFPP. (C) Negative-mode MS of the same reaction. 
Experimental details can be found in the text. (D) rTM
2
-DESI-MS of Fe-TPP-catalyzed propranolol oxidation, 
showing low-intensity species consistent with catalyst degradation. 
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To investigate the reaction time afforded by rTM
n
-DESI, L-ascorbic acid
43
 (L-AA, 2 × 
10
-3
 M in 1:1 CH3OH: H2O) was sprayed (5 μL/min; 200 psi nebulizing gas; 0.6 cm emitter-to-
inlet; +3 kV applied) towards a mesh on which DCIP (4a, 5 μL of 5x10-3 M in CH3OH) was 
deposited. Reduction of 4a to 4b was observed, yielding a peak at m/z 270.008 (3.9% relative 
abundance, Fig 3.3a). This reaction was also examined by electrospray ionization (ESI) by 
infusing solutions of L-AA (2x10
-3
 M) and 4a (5x10
-4
 M) at 2.5 μL/min into a static mixing tee 
(Upchurch Scientific, Cole Parmer Instrument Co., Vernon Hills, IL) with 574 nL of dead 
volume (corresponding to a mixing time of 6.9 s) ending in a homebuilt ESI source made from a 
Swagelok tee (Swagelok Inc., Solon, OH) employing concentric fused silica tubings (Polymicro 
Technologies, Phoenix, AZ) for gas and liquid flows, as shown in Fig. 3.12. Almost no 4a is 
observed, but has instead been reduced to 4b (Fig. 3.3b). To estimate the reaction timescale of 
rTM
1
-DESI, the factor difference in reaction times observed by the two techniques was 
calculated. From second-order kinetics, the ESI-MS reaction time can be estimated using ion 
intensities (I) and initial L-AA and 4a concentrations ([AA]0 and [4a]0, respectively) by: 
𝑡𝐸𝑆𝐼 = ln⁡(
[𝐴𝐴]0 −
[𝟒𝒂]0 ∙ 𝐼𝟒𝒃
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
[𝐴𝐴]0 ∙ (
𝐼𝟒𝒂
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
)
) (𝑘𝑓 ∙ ([𝐴𝐴]0 − [𝟒𝒂]0))⁄  
Following a similar recently-reported approach,
43
 assuming pseudo-first-order kinetics, the 
reaction time can be estimated in rTM
1
-DESI by the following:  
𝑡𝑇𝑀 = ln⁡(
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
𝐼𝟒𝒂
) (𝑘𝑓 ∙ [𝐴𝐴]0)⁄  
The derivations for these equations can be found in the †ESI. By diving the ESI “time” by the 
TM-DESI “time”, the unknown rate constant (kf) cancels and a relative factor of 244x longer 
apparent timescale in ESI compared to TM-DESI is obtained based on the data in Fig. 3.3. Using 
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the known ESI timescale of 6.9 s, this calculation estimates the apparent TM-DESI timescale at 
28 ms. However, this calculation ignores the known acceleration of reactions in the microdroplet 
environment, which may range from 1 to 3 orders of magnitude.
43
 Mathematically, this 
calculation assumes that total reagent concentrations do not change during the rTM
1
-DESI 
experiment. In reality, they will likely increase by several orders of magnitude during 
microdroplet evaporation, which increases the calculated apparent rTM
1
-DESI reaction time. 
Thus, the actual droplet lifetime is likely between 2.8 ms and 28 μs. Interestingly, experiments 
with increased [L-AA] show a decrease to only a factor of 48x difference in timescales (Table 
3.1). This discrepancy is likely due to insufficient mathematical accounting for concentration 
changes during microdroplet evaporation. In contrast, a comparison to reactive DESI
30, 44
 does 
not show this concentration dependence, but instead shows a 1.5x-3.5x shorter timescale than 
rDESI (Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.13) because both techniques involve microdroplet reactions. Given 
that rDESI has demonstrated capture of intermediates with bulk solution lifetimes of less than 1 
ms,
29
 this comparison suggests apparent rTM
1
-DESI reaction times of 300-700 μs, which fall 
right in the middle of the range obtained from the ESI-based  calculations.  
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Fig 3.3 (A) rTM
1
-DESI-MS of reaction between L-AA & DCIP. (B) ESI-MS of the same reaction, with a 
reaction time of 6.9 s. 
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In order to optimize the rTM
2
-DESI experiment, characterization of desorption/ionization 
from the second mesh was undertaken. It was discovered that the inter-mesh distance most 
significantly affects desorption/ionization efficiency from the second mesh, with shorter 
distances leading to higher MS signal (Fig. 3.14A). This is supported by COMSOL Multiphysics 
laminar flow simulations of the N2 flow, which show decreasing N2 velocity at the second mesh 
when it is further away from the first mesh (Fig. 3.14A, inset). This emphasizes that the inter-
mesh distance is the most important parameter affecting rTM
2
-DESI desorption. Therefore, its 
careful control is essential to reproducible experiments, and the apparatus developed in this lab 
achieves this control. Additionally, the signal intensity seems to have a logarithmic relationship 
with the concentration of the deposited analyte (Fig. 3.14A), perhaps due to a limited rate of 
analyte desorption from the mesh surface at higher concentrations. Experiments examining the 
response of analyte intensity as a function of liquid flow rate (Fig. 3.14C) show a linear 
relationship (R
2
 = 0.98) between the two. This experiment suggests that higher flow rates 
increase the spot size (area of the mesh sampled by the spray), thus increasing ion flux in the MS 
instrument in the range of all liquid flow rates studied. Studies on the effect of N2 pressure (Fig. 
3.14D) suggest that there is a minimum threshold pressure below which desorption/ionization 
efficiency is poor. This result tallies with the simulations in Fig. 3.14A, where the calculated N2 
velocity is lower at the second mesh when further away from the first, thus decreasing 
desorption.  
3.5 Conclusion 
We have developed an ambient ionization source based on transmission-mode DESI
33
 
that involves directing a microdroplet stream through a series of reagent-bearing meshes. This 
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technique provides a simple means of introducing multiple separate reagents in a predetermined 
order to study complex catalytic reactions, as well as providing short reaction timescales 
estimated to be on the order of 300-700 microseconds.  
3.6 Supporting Information 
Tandem MS of Propranolol and Oxidized Derivatives 
 Mixing mCPBA and propranolol in a syringe and analyzed by sonic spray ionization 
(SSI) shows a peak consistent with oxidized propranolol at m/z 276 (Fig. 3.4A), which interferes 
with analysis of catalytic reactivity. This forces the two reactants to be introduced separately in a 
rTM
2
-DESI experiment in order to prevent any substrate oxidation prior to the MS experiment. 
This oxidation product was fragmented, along with the unoxidized propranolol, and their tandem 
mass spectra were compared in order to locate the site of oxidation (Figs. 3.4A and 3.4C). Based 
on the observed fragments, non-catalytic propranolol oxidation seems to occur entirely on the 
aliphatic portion of the molecule, rather than on the aromatic ring. When an iron catalyst is 
included in a rTM
2
-DESI experiment (Fig. 3.4D), the propranolol reaction shifts to primarily 
aromatic, rather than aliphatic, hydroxylation. 
 To compare the five porphyrin catalysts‘ reactivity toward both aromatic and aliphatic 
hydroxylation, ion trap MS/MS was performed on the oxidized substrate (m/z 276) concurrent 
with Orbitrap full MS scans, generating the graph seen in Fig 2(a) in the main text. MS/MS 
intensities of characteristic peaks for aromatic hydroxylation (m/z 98, 116, 173, & 199) were 
summed, as were peaks from aliphatic hydroxylation (m/z 114, 183, 198, 232). These sums were 
multiplied by the ratio of m/z 276 to m/z 260 as a measure of the relative intensity of each 
hydroxylation.  
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Figure 3.4. A) Pre-mixed solution of 2.5x10
-6
 M propranolol & 2.5x10
-5
 M mCPBA in a sonic spray ionization 
(SSI) experiment (30 μL/min, 200 psi N2). B) Tandem MS of propranolol (m/z 260), with fragment structures shown 
for each observed mass. C) Tandem MS of propranolol oxidized without a catalyst from part (a). All fragment ions 
correspond to oxidation on the aliphatic chain, rather than the aromatic ring. D) Tandem MS of propranolol oxidized 
by Fe-TDFPP in a rTM
2
-DESI experiment (5 μL of 10-5 M catalyst on first mesh; 5 μL of 5x10-5 M propranolol on 
second mesh; 5x10
-5
 M mCPBA sprayed at 30 μL/min with 200 psi N2, and 1.0 cm  sprayer-to-inlet distance).  
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Additional Catalytic Substrates for rTM
2
-DESI Reaction with Fe-TPFPP 
 In addition to propranolol, two related substrates were examined by rTM
2
-DESI-MS for 
their susceptibility to iron-catalyzed oxidation. Figure 3.5 shows the rTM
2
-DESI oxidation of 
both dapoxetine and 1-naphthyl-3-pyrrolidinyl ether catalyzed by mCPBA-activated Fe-TPFPP. 
These three substrates all share a similar molecular motif—the oxynaphthyl moiety—which 
should be most prone to iron-catalyzed oxidation (based the results from propranolol 
experiments). As seen in Fig. 3.5, both substrates are oxidized in the rTM
2
-DESI experiment. 
Dapoxetine shows a small amount of oxidized product with only mCPBA in the spray (data not 
shown), but the oxidized peak grew by a factor of 2.5 with Fe-TPFPP added. 1-naphthyl-3-
pyrrolidinyl ether showed no oxidized product without the catalyst. Neither of these turnovers 
are as high as the turnovers observed for propranolol, which may be due to the catalyst’s 
increased affinity for propranolol, or perhaps some other factor (such as substrate solubility). 
Unfortunately, no tandem MS experiments were performed on these substrates, so the location of 
the oxidation cannot be definitively assessed. However, these results suggest that rTM
2
-DESI is 
a general method for studying oxidation reactions, and not simply limited to a single substrate. 
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Figure 3.5. A) rTM
2
-DESI mass spectrum of the oxidation of dapoxetine ([M+H]
+
 = m/z 306.19) by mCPBA (5x10
-
5
 M in 4:1 DCM:MeOH used as spray solvent; 10 μL/min & 200 psi N2) and Fe-TPFPP (5 μL of 5x10-4 M spotted). 
2 mm between meshes. Emitter-to-inlet distance was 1.25 cm. B) rTM
2
-DESI mass spectrum of the oxidation of 1-
naphthyl-3-pyrrolidinyl ether ([M+H]
+
 = m/z 214.12) by mCPBA and Fe-TPFPP (same conditions as (A).  
 In a further set of experiments, a broader class of substrates was tested for susceptibility 
to Fe-catalyzed hydroxylation; structures are shown in Figure 3.6. Two Rhodamine structural 
isomers (B & 6G) were chosen based on their ease of ionization in positive mode, as well as their 
large aromatic portions that should be highly susceptible to Fe-catalyzed oxidation. Fluorescein 
was chosen due to its structural similarity to the Rhodamines and ease of ionization in negative 
mode MS, which has never been demonstrated with this technique/catalyst. Finally, lauric acid 
was chosen as a source of purely aliphatic C-H bonds, which is a more challenging oxidation.  
Fe-catalyzed hydroxylation (+16 Da) was observed for all four of these new substrates; product 
to substrate (P:S) ratios from the full MS experiments are shown in Figure 3.6 for each substrate. 
MS/MS experiments were performed on the starting material and oxidized substrate in order to 
determine the location of hydroxylation for each case.  
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Figure 3.6. Structures for the four novel substrates, with their catalytic turnovers. The Rhodamines showed 
markedly higher oxidative susceptibility than fluorescein or lauric acid. 
 
 Tandem MS of Rhodamine B (m/z 443.23) shows loss of C2H4 & C3H8 (m/z 415.20 & 
399.17, respectively) from the alkyl chains at the “bottom” of the molecule (Fig. 3.7). MS/MS of 
oxidized Rhodamine B (m/z 459.23) also shows a primary fragment at m/z 415.20, indicating that 
the molecule is oxidized on the alkyl arm that fragments. Further evidence for this assignment is 
found at m/z 441.22 (loss of H2O), as dehydration from an aromatic ring is unlikely, but sensible 
and expected from the alkyl chain. Another new peak is observed at m/z 430.19, corresponding 
to C2H5 loss; this radical fragmentation pathway is likely stabilized by the presence of the O 
atom. All of these results indicate that Rhodamine is oxidized, rather unexpectedly, on the 
aliphatic arms rather than the aromatic section.  
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Figure 3.7. A) TM-DESI MS/MS of  Rhodamine B (m/z 443.23). B) rTM
2
-DESI MS/MS of in-situ-oxidized 
Rhodamine B (m/z 459.23). CID energy set to 30, and activation time set to 30 ms for all MS/MS spectra. Reaction 
run in ACN.  
 MS/MS of Rhodamine 6G (m/z 443.23) also shows a significant fragment at m/z 415.20, 
yielding similar C2H4 loss as to that of Rhodamine B (Fig. 3.8A). Oxidized Rhodamine 6G (m/z 
459.23) also shows a prominent m/z 415.20 fragment (Fig. 3.8B), again suggesting that oxidation 
has occurred on the alkyl arm rather than the aromatic multi-ring structure. H2O loss is also 
observed (m/z 441.22), as well as combined C2H4 + C2H4O loss (m/z 387.17), all of which 
indicate alkyl, rather than aromatic, hydroxylation. The only peak that does not definitively 
suggest aliphatic hydroxylation is m/z 431.20, which retains one ethyl arm in addition to the 
added O atom. However, this may still be aliphatic, not aromatic, oxidation. These two related 
Rhodamine structures show similar oxidation behavior.  
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Figure 3.8. A) TM-DESI MS/MS of  Rhodamine 6G (m/z 443.23). B) rTM
2
-DESI MS/MS of in-situ-oxidized 
Rhodamine 6G (m/z 459.23). Reaction run in ACN. 
 Tandem MS of fluorescein (m/z 331.06) reveals a pair of related fragments that occur 
from the same fragmentation mechanism from the two different protonation states (Fig. 3.9A). 
The fragment at m/z 287.07 occurs as CO2 loss via C-C bond cleavage from a fluorescein 
molecule already deprotonated at the carboxylic acid site. Similarly, m/z 286.06 likely results 
from that same bond cleavage where the acid is protonated and the phenol is deprotonated, 
resulting in CO2H loss). Upon oxidation, these peaks shift by 16 Da, which at least confirms that 
this +16 Da precursor is indeed oxidized fluorescein, but this data does not provide any detail as 
to the structure of this oxidized product. However, these results do validate the previously 
unsupported hypothesis that Fe porphyrin catalysis operating in a rTM
2
-DESI experiment would 
still be successful carried out on negatively-charged substrates.  
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Figure 3.9. A) TM-DESI MS/MS of fluorescein (m/z 331.06). B) rTM
2
-DESI MS/MS of in-situ-oxidized 
fluorescein  (m/z 347.06). Reaction run in 2:1 DCM:ACN. 
 Finally, tandem MS of lauric acid (m/z 199.17) shows a single fragment at m/z 181.16, 
which corresponds to loss of H2O from the carboxylic acid group. Tandem MS of oxidized lauric 
acid (m/z 215.17), however, shows more interesting fragmentation, as a peak is observed 
combining water loss with loss of hydroxyethene from the end of the molecule at m/z 153.13. 
This result suggests that Fe-catalyzed oxidation of lauric acid occurs primarily on one of the two 
C atoms furthest from the carboxylic acid group, an impressive example of Fe-TPFPP’s ability to 
oxidize “unactivated” C-H bonds.  
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Figure 3.10. A) TM-DESI MS/MS of  lauric acid (m/z 199.17). B) rTM
2
-DESI MS/MS of in-situ-oxidized lauric 
acid (m/z 215.17). Reaction run in ACN. 
Structures of Additional Iron Porphyrin Catalysts Studied in This Report 
 In addition to the two catalyst structures shown in the main text, three other iron 
porphyrin catalysts were studied, and their relative reactivities determined by rTM
2
-DESI-MS. 
Abbreviations in the figure are as follows: TMP = tetramesitylporphyrin; TDCPP = tetra(2,6-
dichlorophenyl)porphyrin; TDCPP = tetra(2,6-difluorophenyl)porphyrin. These three catalysts 
are shown in order of increasing reactivity (left to right). 
 
Scheme 3.2. Additional structures of catalysts studied in this report. 
Experiments Adding Free TPFPP Ligand in rTM
1
-DESI-MS 
 rTM
1
-DESI-MS of free TPFPP ligand with mCPBA in the spray solvent shows a peak at 
m/z 973.051 corresponding to the [M-H]
-
 ion of TPFPP, as well as a small amount of oxidized 
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porphyrin observed at m/z 989.044 (Fig. 3.11A). When 5 μL of 5x10-4 M Fe-TPFPP is added to a 
new TPFPP sample spot (Fig. 3.11B), the 989/973 ratio increases by an order of magnitude, 
strongly suggesting that Fe-TPFPP is capable of self-hydroxylation. This complicates spectral 
interpretation, since a 16 Da addition to a known catalytic species could be due to formation of a 
metal-oxo (or metal-peroxo) species, or it could be due to the same ligand oxidation that occurs 
in Fig. 3.11.  
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Figure 3.11 A) Negative mode rTM
1
-DESI mass spectrum of free TPFPP ligand (5 μL of 5x10-4 M) with 5x10-4  M 
mCPBA in 4:1 CH2Cl2:CH3OH as spray solvent (10 μL/min, 200 psi N2). B) 5 μL of 5x10
-4
 M Fe-TPFPP added to a 
new TPFPP sample spot, and same experiment performed as in part (a). n = 3 for each experiment.  
Estimation of Mean Lifetime of Reaction Intermediate 1a 
By making an Arrhenius plot from previously reported data from Groves 1988 (Ref. 10 in 
main text) of the temperature dependence of the O-O bond cleavage step of the peroxo 
intermediate of Fe-TMP, the following coefficients were found: 
ln(𝑘) = −2033.1(1 𝑇⁄ ) + 17.719 
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The activation energy (Ea, obtained by multiplying the slope by -R) calculated from this analysis 
is 16.9 kJ/mol, which matches extremely well with the previously reported value of 16.7 kJ/mol. 
Using the  Arrhenius equation calculated above and substituting room temperature (298 K) in for 
T, an estimated rate constant (k298) of 53988 s
-1
 was calculated. Because the kinetics are reported 
to be first order with respect to the Fe-OOR species, the mean lifetime (τ) of this species can be 
calculated as: 
𝜏298 = ⁡1/𝑘298 
By this analysis, τ298 is estimated to be only 19 μs at room temperature.  
Schematic of Mixing Tee Electrospray Ionization MS 
Figure 3.12 shows a schematic of DCIP reduction studied by ESI-MS. A short capillary connects 
the mixing tee to the emitter, resulting in a reaction time of only 6.9 seconds at the liquid flow 
rates studied.  
L-AA
DCIP
Reaction 
Mixture Out:
Vol = 574 nL
N2 In Electrospray 
Emitter
Mass Spectrometer 
Inlet
 
Figure 3.12 Schematic of continuous-flow ESI-MS experiment. 
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Calculation of Factor Differences in Timescale for Various MS Techniques 
In order to compare the timescales of ESI-MS, rTM
1
-DESI-MS, and rDESI-MS, 
expressions for the “reaction time"“ as a function of observed MS intensities was needed. This 
calculation is most straightforward for ESI-MS, where the initial concentrations of both reagents 
are known. The integrated rate law for a reaction A + B  P, where the reaction is first order 
with respect to both A & B is given as: 
ln (
[𝟒𝒂]0 ∙ [𝐴𝐴]
[𝐴𝐴]0 ∙ [𝟒𝒂]
) = 𝑘𝑓 ∙ ([𝐴𝐴]0 − [𝟒𝒂]0) ∙ 𝑡𝐸𝑆𝐼 
where 4a is the unreacted (oxidized) form of DCIP. As stated in the text, the kf term will cancel 
in any operations dividing one t by another, so the value is unimportant. While [4a]0 and [AA]0 
are known, expressions for the final concentrations of DCIP and ascorbic acid ([4a] and [AA], 
respectively) need to be formulated in terms of observed MS intensities of both oxidized and 
reduced  DCIP (I4a and I4b, respectively), since those are measureable quantities. [4a] is 
relatively simple to calculate, since any 4a consumed turns into 4b. So, by multiplying [4a]0 by 
the fraction of unreacted 4a observed in the mass spectrum yields [4a]. Because 4a & 4b have 
nearly equal ionization efficiencies, the fraction of unreacted 4a is simply given by the intensity 
of 4a divided by the total DCIP intensity (I4a + I4b). Thus, the concentration of 4a can be found 
by: 
[𝟑𝒂] = [𝐷𝐶𝐼𝑃]0 ∙
𝐼𝟒𝒂
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
 
The final concentration of ascorbic acid can be found by assuming that all ascorbic acid 
consumed in this reaction is consumed by DCIP reduction. Thus, the final ascorbic acid 
concentration is simply the difference between the initial concentration and the amount of 
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reduced DCIP ([4b]), which can again be measured directly from the mass spectrum. Analogous 
to the calculation of [4a], [4b] can be given as: 
[𝟒𝒃] = [𝐷𝐶𝐼𝑃]0 ∙
𝐼𝟒𝒃
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
 
So, substituting this term into the calculation of ascorbic acid remaining at the end of the 
reaction, the equation becomes: 
[𝐴𝐴] = [AA]0 ∙ ([𝐷𝐶𝐼𝑃]0 ∙
𝐼𝟒𝒃
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
) 
Substitution of these terms for [AA] and [4a] and solving for t yields the equation given in the 
main text: 
𝑡𝐸𝑆𝐼 = ln⁡(
[𝐴𝐴]0 −
[𝟒𝒂]0 ∙ 𝐼𝟒𝒃
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
[𝐴𝐴]0 ∙ (
𝐼𝟒𝒂
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
)
) (𝑘𝑓 ∙ ([𝐴𝐴]0 − [𝟒𝒂]0))⁄  
 Calculation of the "reaction time“ of rTM1-DESI-MS is made difficult by the fact that the 
starting concentration of DCIP is not known, since it is desorbed from a mesh by the DESI spray. 
To perform this calculation, we can make the reasonable assumption of pseudo-first-order 
kinetics due to an excess of ascorbic acid in the spray relative to the small amount of DCIP that 
is desorbed from the mesh. This assumes that the concentration of ascorbic acid is not 
significantly affected by its reaction with the small amount of DCIP. The integrated rate law is 
then given by: 
ln (
[𝟒𝒂]0
[𝟒𝒂]
) = 𝑘𝑓 ∙ [𝐴𝐴]0 ∙ 𝑡𝑇𝑀 
The ratio in the logarithm can be calculated from the MS data by the following: 
[𝟒𝒂]0
[𝟒𝒂]
=
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
𝐼𝟒𝒂
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If it is assumed that [AA]0 is the initial concentration placed in the DESI spray solvent, then 
substitution yields the equation in the main text: 
𝑡𝑇𝑀 = ln⁡(
𝐼𝟒𝒂 + 𝐼𝟒𝒃
𝐼𝟒𝒂
) (𝑘𝑓 ∙ [𝐴𝐴]0)⁄  
An identical analysis can be performed for reactive DESI (rDESI) as well. These “time“ values 
can then be compared to compute factor differences in apparent timescale for the three MS 
techniques. The only shortcoming of this model is the fact that in both rTM
1
-DESI and rDESI, 
rapid microdroplet evaporation increases the actual concentrations of both reagents in the 
droplets as the reaction proceeds, which mathematically will increase the apparent reaction time.  
Reduction of DCIP by Ascorbic Acid in Reactive DESI-MS 
In order to directly compare rTM
1
-DESI to a closely-related ambient MS technique, 
rDESI experiments were performed for the same four sets of conditions as had been done with 
ESI-MS and rTM
1
-DESI-MS (one example is shown in Fig. 3.13). While rDESI-MS does 
consistently show longer reaction times compared to rTM
1
-DESI-MS, the two techniques clearly 
operate on similar timescales, especially when compared to ESI-MS.  
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Figure 3.13 rDESI mass spectrum of DCIP reduction by ascorbic acid. L-AA  (2x10
-3
 M in 1:1 CH3OH: H2O) was 
sprayed (5 μL/min; 200 psi nebulizing gas; 0.6 cm emitter-to-inlet distance; +3 kV applied) towards a paper surface 
bearing DCIP (5 μL of 5x10-3 M in CH3OH).  
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Comparison of rTM
1
-DESI-MS to Other MS Techniques in the Reduction of DCIP  
 Four separate sets of conditions were used to explore the reduction of DCIP by each of 
the three MS methods, generated by varying both ascorbic acid concentration and the distance 
from the solvent emitter to the MS inlet. The equations outlined above were used to compare the 
apparent timescales for both ESI-MS and rDESI-MS against that of rTM
1
-DESI-MS. Given in 
Table 3.1 is a summary of all of these experiments. All eight experiments show shorter effective 
reaction time for rTM
1
-DESI compared to the other technique. In all experiments, the calculated 
reaction yield, calculated as I4b/(I4a + I4b), was statistically different (p ≤ 0.05) between the two 
techniques under study in a given experiment. 
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Table 3.1 Comparison of rTM
1
-DESI to other MS techniques for the reduction of DCIP under various experimental 
conditions. For rTM
1
-DESI and rDESI reactions between DCIP and L-AA, 5 μL of 5x10-3 M DCIP in CH3OH was 
deposited. For all mixing tee ESI-MS experiments, [DCIP] was lowered by one order of magnitude to compensate 
for desorption effects. tTM refers to the calculated “timescale” of rTM
1
-DESI; tESI/rDESI refers to the calculated 
“timescale” of either technique.  
Characterization of Additional Parameters That Affect rTM
2
-DESI Performance 
Parameters such as inter-mesh distance, deposited analyte concentration, DESI spray 
solvent flow rate, and DESI spray nebulizing gas pressure all have an effect on the MS signal 
observed for an analyte desorbed from the second mesh in a rTM
2
-DESI experiment. Therefore, 
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these effects were characterized using propranolol, which is the analyte on the second mesh in 
catalytic rTM
2
-DESI experiments. However, in the following characterization experiments, there 
is no reagent in the DESI spray, and no catalyst deposited on the first mesh. Increasing inter-
mesh distance causes a rapid drop off in observed MS signal, perhaps due to decreased N2 
velocity at the second mesh (Fig. 3.14A and inset). The signal intensity seems to have a 
logarithmic relationship with the concentration of the deposited analyte (Fig. 3.14B), perhaps 
due to limits in the rate of analyte desorption. There is a linear relationship (R
2
 = 0.98) between 
propranolol signal and the liquid flow rate from the DESI sprayer (Fig. 3.14C), suggesting that 
higher flow rates increase the area of the mesh sampled by the spray. Studies on the effect of N2 
pressure (Fig. 3.14D) suggest that there is a minimum threshold pressure below which  the 
nebulized spray cannot effect desorption/ionization, which agrees with the inset of Fig. 3.14A, 
where the calculated N2 velocity is lower at the second mesh when it is further away from the 
first, thus decreasing desorption. 
In order to perform reproducible rTM
n
-DESI experiments, a homebuilt ionization source 
was used for all experiments. Custom-built mesh-holding posts were designed to enable 
tightening of the meshes once loaded in place in one of four possible positions, and set screws 
hold the posts at the angle needed to ensure mesh tautness. The DESI sprayer is mounted on a 
3D micromanipulator, allowing for precise control of the inlet-to-sprayer distance. A bar 
clamped in place below the sprayer that comes flush to the mesh holder ensures that the meshes 
are kept at a constant distance from the sprayer. The meshes were constantly moved in the two 
dimensions parallel to the spray in order to constantly replenish the analyte samples.  
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Figure 3.14. A) Propranolol intensity as a function of inter-mesh distance. 200 psi N2 pressure; 15 μL/min flow rate; 
5 μL of 5 x 10-5 M propranolol deposited. Inset shows COMSOL Multiphysics modeling of N2 flow through two 
meshes. B) Propranolol intensity vs. concentration deposited on the second mesh in an rTM
2
-DESI experiment. 
Solvent is 4:1 CH2Cl2:CH3OH for all experiments in this figure. C) Propranolol intensity vs. liquid flow rate, which 
shows a linear relationship (R
2
 = 0.98). D) Propranolol intensity vs. N2 pressure used for nebulizing the DESI spray. 
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CHAPTER 4 
AMBIENT MASS SPECTROMETRY OF IRON PORPHYRIN CATALYSTS 
4.1 Notes and Acknowledgements 
 While the previous chapter focused on the implementation of rTM
2
-DESI-MS methods to 
study reactions of various iron porphyrin complexes, numerous months of work preceded these 
experiments that helped gain a better understanding of the chemistry of these iron porphyrin 
complexes. Much of this work was not published in the previous chapter due to a focus on the 
experimental methodology rather than the chemistry, but it was later decided to publish sections 
of this chapter in a separate paper focusing on the observed chemistry by ambient MS. Presented 
here are primarily initial ESI-MS and rDESI-MS experiments that shaped our understanding of 
the mass spectra acquired under various conditions with the iron porphyrins, though some rTM
2
-
DESI-MS data is also included that focus on other interesting reactions of these catalysts.  
4.2 Abstract 
 There is a growing interest in the use of iron-based catalysts to carry out chemical 
reactions rather than their more expensive precious-metal counterparts. One promising class of 
such catalysts are iron porphyrins, which can mimic a variety of biologically-relevant 
transformations, including C-H oxidation. However, the mechanisms of these reactions are still 
hotly debated, and the catalysts often suffer from poorly-characterized self-destruction that limits 
catalyst activity and lifetime. In this chapter, extensive characterization of the chemistry and 
reactivity of five iron porphyrin complexes with the oxidant meta-chloroperbenzoic acid 
(mCPBA) is undertaken utilizing ambient mass spectrometry (MS). Tandem MS experiments are 
used to gain structural information about unusual and unexpected catalytic species observed in 
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these experiments. It is proposed, based on these experiments, that the porphyrin ligand can 
support Fe
IV
 species without the stabilizing oxo ligand, or that the porphyrin ligand itself is 
oxidized. In addition, some factors of the MS experiment, such as inlet temperature, ambient O2, 
and solution pH were tested to determine whether they had an effect in the observed chemistry of 
the iron porphyrins, with solution pH being the only significant factor. Finally, catalytic 
substrates are introduced by a variety of methods in order to probe the reactivity of the iron 
porphyrins. Detailed in this chapter are the initial experiments that led to the implementation of 
rTM
2
-DESI, as well as additional experiments on off-path catalyst reactivity.  
4.3 Introduction 
 Iron-based catalysts are emerging as an attractive alternative to their precious-metal 
counterparts due to iron’s natural abundance, low cost, and lack of toxicity.7 Iron(III) porphyrin 
complexes, such as iron(III) tetra(pentafluorophenyl)porphyrin (Fe-TPFPP) are biomimetic 
catalysts that have been shown to selectively oxidize olefins, alkanes, and tertiary amines by 
employing peroxyacids, alkyl hydroperoxides, or H2O2  as a sacrificial oxidant.
6, 45-47
 The 
selectivity and reactivity of these complexes can be tuned by varying the axial ligand
48, 49
 as well 
as the substituents on the porphyrin ring.
6, 50
 There has accordingly been vigorous debate 
regarding the exact nature of the active catalytic species.
6, 46
 Low temperature spectroscopic 
studies suggest that the reaction proceeds primarily through an iron(IV)-oxo ([Fe
IV
=O]
+
) 
porphyrin π-cation radical intermediate.51, 52 However, there is growing evidence that iron(III)-
peroxo (Fe
III
-OOR)
53-55
 and iron(IV)-oxo (Fe
IV
=O)
56
 species might possibly participate in the 
catalysis as well. Chiavarino and coworkers
57, 58
 have studied the gas-phase reactivity of the 
[Fe
IV
=O]
+
 species of Fe-TPFPP using electrospray ionization (ESI) coupled to Fourier-transform 
ion cyclotron resonance mass spectrometry (FT-ICR MS), but the solution-phase reactivities of 
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these catalysts by MS has remained elusive, and only this intermediate has even been reported by 
MS. 
 Iron porphyrin catalysts are prone to rapid catalyst decomposition (leading to lower-than-
desired catalyst efficiency).
6, 46
 One report has recently identified a number of reaction 
intermediates in an iron porphyrin degradation pathway,
40
 but this represents only one potential 
route for catalyst deactivation. Additionally, some experimental evidence has been reported for 
the stabilization of high-valent Fe
IV
 centers in porphyrin systems without the stabilizing oxo 
ligand,
59, 60
 while other reports suggest that an Fe
III
 species can be produced that contains an 
oxidized porphyrin radical ligand.
61-64
 These species may or may not be pathways of catalyst 
degradation.  
 ESI-MS has a long history of studying catalytic reactions by MS, both in the detection of 
reaction intermediates as well as a tool to follow reaction progress.
4, 65, 66
 Rapid on-line mixing 
by a static mixing tee enables short reaction times (down to ~1 sec) to be studied.
4, 26, 67
 
Alternatively, Zare and coworkers recently demonstrated that reactive desorption electrospray 
ionization (rDESI) MS is a powerful approach for intercepting transient reaction intermediates 
on the millisecond time scale.
26-28
 In this approach, a spray of reagent-containing microdroplets 
impacts a paper surface on which the catalyst precursor has been deposited. The reaction is 
initiated upon impact and proceeds in the desorbed secondary microdroplets as they travel to the 
mass spectrometer.
23, 24, 68, 69
 While this approach is suitable for studying simple two-component 
reactions, more complicated three-component systems require modification to the experimental 
design in order to prevent undesirable side reactions. 
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4.4 Initial ESI-MS and rDESI-MS Studies on Iron(III) Porphyrin Reactions with mCPBA 
 The first experiments performed with the five iron porphyrin complexes were 
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) studies on the reaction between the catalyst 
and the oxidant (meta-chloroperbenzoic acid; mCPBA). There have been a few ESI-MS 
characterizations of these types of complexes,
40, 57, 58, 70-72
 but most studies have focused on their 
gas-phase reactivity. Figure 4.1 shows ESI-MS and DESI-MS data for iron tetraphenylporphyrin 
(Fe-TPP; Fig. 4.1A) and reaction between Fe-TPP and mCPBA (Fig. 4.1B-D). Unless noted 
otherwise, all experiments were performed with the Orbitrap
41
 mass analyzer and the m/z values 
measured match the predicted values within 5 ppm. For convenience, the peaks will be referred 
to by their nominal mass. In Fig. 4.1A, three identifiable peaks are observed at high intensity in 
positive ion mode ESI-MS at m/z 668, 1353 and 1371 which correspond to free Fe
III
-TPP cation 
1, μ-hydroxo-linked FeIII2 dimer 2 and μ-chloro-linked Fe
III
2 dimer 3, respectively (a complete 
set of proposed structures mentioned in this chapter may be found at the end of the chapter in 
Fig. 4.18). Species 1-3 are all reasonable structures for the Fe
III
-TPP,
72
 and their observation does 
not suggest any evidence of catalyst oxidation. There are, however, low-intensity peaks 
suggestive of catalyst oxidation observed at m/z 684, 699 and 703, which correspond to the 
addition of O (species 4), CH3O (species 5) , and Cl (species 6), respectively. While O-atom 
addition can be explained by the possible formation of iron(IV) oxo radical cation,
6
 the presence 
of anionic methoxide and chloride ligands on the iron center is less clearly understood. The data 
suggests that that 1 can form Fe
IV
 species in solution even without the presence of an oxidant,
59
 
which has never been reported for iron porphyrins before. Another possibility is that the 
porphyrin ring loses an electron in a separate process, which has been observed in numerous 
reports,
61-64
 but again never without some external oxidant. The additional peak at m/z 934 
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represents an adduct of the catalyst to an unknown species observed as a protonated ion at m/z 
267; this peak has a high affinity for the iron center, as it is observed for all 5 iron porphyrin 
catalysts.  
 Figure 4.1B shows the ESI mass spectrum of Fe-TPP reacting with mCPBA in an on-line 
mixing tee experiment, with a zoom-in in Fig. 4.1C. Separate solutions of catalyst and oxidant 
are pumped into a static mixing tee connected to the electrospray source with a short (17 mm) 
length of fused silica capillary connecting the two, resulting in a reaction time of 7.9 seconds 
prior to the electrospray event. As seen in Figure 4.1B, a new catalyst peak is observed at m/z 
715 (7), corresponding to O-atom addition to 5. This species is likely ligand-oxidized Fe
IV
 
species, similar to that observed in Chapter 3 for Fe-TPFPP. The other possibility is an Fe=O 
species with a formal metal oxidation state of +6, which is not at all likely. A dimethoxide 
adduct 8 is observed at m/z 730, which suggests observation of the highly oxidized Fe
III
 
dicationic porphyrin species.
73, 74
 Similarly, a peak at m/z 734 corresponding to addition of both 
Cl and CH3O is observed (species 9). In addition, a dimeric species at m/z 1352 is observed, 
corresponding to a μ-oxo FeIII2 species with an oxidized porphyrin ring.
61
 A similar species is 
observed at m/z 1383, which is likely a methoxide adduct to a μ-oxo FeIV2
 
species (11). Many of 
these species have only previously been observed spectroscopically, and this represents their first 
observation by MS. Finally, the free catalyst peak at m/z 668 is not observed, suggesting that all 
Fe-TPP has been converted to highly oxidized species over the ~8 sec of reaction time.  
 Figure 4.1D shows a mass spectrum obtained via reactive desorption electrospray 
ionization (rDESI) by spraying mCPBA at a surface bearing Fe-TPP. The spectrum shows 
multiple highly oxidized and possibly unstable species not observed in ESI (see Fig. 4.1C), 
which is unsurprising given the millisecond reaction time of rDESI.
26-28
 A Fe
IV
2
 μ-oxo dimer 12 
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is observed at m/z 676, which is analogous to species 11 without the stabilizing anionic 
methoxide.
60, 64
 In addition, a dichloro adduct 13 is observed at m/z 738, corresponding to either 
a Fe
III
 dicationic porphyrin species
73, 74
 with two chloride ligands, or an adduct to in-situ formed 
Cl2 by catalytic oxidation of chloride ions.
75
 Finally, a small amount of free catalyst is still 
observed, suggesting that there is less overall reaction progress compared to ESI-MS.    
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Figure 4.1. A) ESI-MS of Fe-TPP. 5x10
-5
 M Fe-TPP pumped at 10 μL/min without an applied voltage and 200 psi 
N2 nebulizing gas. B) 10
-4
 M Fe-TPP and 10
-4
 M mCPBA each pumped at 5 μL/min through static mixing tee. C) 
Zoom-in of same mass spectrum as shown in B). D) rDESI mass spectrum of reaction between mCPBA (10-4 M in 
spray) and Fe-TPP (10 μL of 10-4 M deposited on paper surface). 4:1 dichloromethane: methanol was used as the 
solvent for all the experiments shown in this figure. 
 
 Similar behavior was observed for the other four iron porphyrins studied, as shown in 
Figure 4.2. By showing m/z values relative to each free Fe
III
 porphyrin, it is easy to see that all 
catalysts show nearly identical species generated by reaction with mCPBA. The data from the 
Fe-TDCPP experiment is not shown due to the complicated isotopic patterns for this catalyst 
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which severely obscure the mass spectrum (Fe-TDCPP has 8 Cl atoms), but the same 
intermediates were observed for this catalyst as well. Additional higher-mass peaks were 
observed which all contain the mCBA moiety (155 Da, species 14) bound to each catalyst, as 
shown in Figure 4.3. Other peaks observed include addition of mCBA + O (species 15, +171 
Da), mCBA + 2 O (species 16, +186 Da), and mCBA + O + Cl (species 17, +206 Da).  
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Figure 4.2. A) rDESI mass spectrum shown in Fig. 4.1D, but with all masses showing difference from m/z 668 (free 
Fe
III
-TPP). B) Reaction of Fe-TMP with mCPBA, with difference from m/z 836. C) Reaction of Fe-TDFPP with 
mCPBA, with difference from m/z 812. D) Reaction of Fe-TPFPP with mCPBA, with difference from m/z 1028. All 
experiments had identical conditions (concentrations, flow rates, etc.).  
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Figure 4.3. rDESI mass spectra (identical to those shown in Fig. 4.2) with all masses showing difference from free 
catalyst, but zoomed in on a higher mass range showing +mCBA species. B) Reaction of Fe-TMP with mCPBA, 
with difference from m/z 836. C) Reaction of Fe-TDFPP with mCPBA, with difference from m/z 812. D) Reaction 
of Fe-TPFPP with mCPBA, with difference from m/z 1028. All experiments had identical conditions 
(concentrations, flow rates, etc.). 
 
 In an additional mixing tee ESI-MS experiment, +5 kV was applied to the syringe 
containing the catalyst to determine if this affected either the reaction conditions or signal 
intensity. As seen in Figure 4.4, the application of high voltage does not significantly affect 
signal intensity, so it was typically not used so that these experiments might better mimic bulk 
solution conditions. Ultimately, all of these results primarily show extensive oxidation of the 
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catalyst to either Fe
IV
 or porphyrin radical species never before observed by MS. The data seem 
to suggest that high concentrations of oxidant can establish highly oxidized catalytic species that 
seem to have the entire catalyst structure intact; whether these species are intermediates to 
catalyst degradation or simply rare and highly unstable structures remains to be seen. However, 
experiments that were published in Chapter 3 employed lower concentrations of mCPBA in 
order to prevent over-oxidation of the catalyst.  
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Figure 4.4. A) ESI mass spectrum shown in Fig. 4.1B with no external voltage applied to the syringe. B) +5 kV 
applied to syringe with catalyst. There are not significant differences between the two spectra. 
 
4.5 Tandem MS of highly oxidized Fe-TMP species 
 Since most of the species observed in positive mode rDESI-MS for the iron porphyrins 
are highly oxidized, tandem MS experiments were undertaken in an attempt to better characterize 
their structures. All MS/MS spectra in this section were acquired with the Orbitrap (< 5 ppm 
mass error), so chemical formulas can be determined with confidence. All rDESI experiments 
use 10
-4
 M mCPBA at 10 μL/min. Figure 4.5 shows MS/MS of the free FeIII-TMP cation (m/z 
836). The three most prominent peaks appear as losses of 1 Da, 2 Da, and 15 Da, corresponding 
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to losses of H, H2, and a methyl radical respectively, all presumably from the aromatic rings 
around the ligand. An intact mesityl group is also lost (m/z 717), which is also lost in tandem 
with a methyl radical (m/z 703).  
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Figure 4.5.  rDESI MS/MS of [Fe-TMP]
+
 (m/z 836). CID energy was set to 30; Activation time was 30 ms. 
 Figure 4.6 shows MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + O]
+
 (m/z 852) that could possibly be the high-
valent iron(IV) oxo porphyrin radical cation species believed to be the active catalytic species.
6
  
Unlike the Fe-TMP MS/MS shown in Fig. 4.5, the primary peak in Fig. 4.6 shows  loss of a 
mesityl radical (C9H11) fragment at m/z 733. The other new prominent peak (m/z 834) can be 
assigned to loss of H2O, though loss of OH and even O are also observed (m/z 835 and 836, 
respectively). H and H2 loss are also observed at 1 and 2 Da lower mass, respectively, and a CO 
loss is observed at m/z 824. Such dramatic differences in the MS/MS data of Fe-TMP and [Fe-
TMP + O]
+
 (especially the differences in intensity of the fragments form loss of a mesityl group) 
suggest that they are quite different species, lending support to the possibility that the species 
fragmented in Fig. 4.5 is an iron(IV) oxo radical cation.  
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Figure 4.6.  rDESI MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + O]
+
 (m/z 852). CID energy was set to 30; Activation time was 30 ms. 
 Figure 4.7 shows MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + Cl]
+ 
(m/z 871), which primarily shows losses of 
35 and 36 Da; these correspond to losses of Cl· and HCl respectively. There is also a peak at m/z 
820, corresponding to combined loss of HCl and methyl radical, as well as a small peak at m/z 
716 corresponding to  combined loss of HCl and a mesityl radical. All of these peaks indicate 
that the Cl is most likely axially bound to an iron(IV) center (a reversible process), rather than 
covalently linked to the ligand itself (an irreversible process). This formulation would indicate 
the possibility that the chloride is stabilizing an unusually high oxidation state of iron (4+).  
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Figure 4.7.  rDESI MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + Cl]
+
 (m/z 871). CID energy was set to 30; Activation time was 30 ms. 
 Figure 4.8 shows MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + O + Cl]
+ 
(m/z 887), which shows numerous 
fragmentation pathways. H2O and ·OH loss are observed at m/z 869 and 870, and coupled to HCl 
loss at m/z 833 and 834, respectively. HCl and Cl· are observed at m/z 851 and 852, respectively, 
and combined Cl· + O loss is observed at m/z 836. A peak at m/z 705 suggests loss of a mesityl 
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acid chloride (C10H11OCl), which is a new fragmentation pathway not observed for less-oxidized 
species.  
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Figure 4.8.  rDESI MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + O + Cl]
+
 (m/z 887). CID energy was set to 30; Activation time was 30 ms. 
 Figure 4.9 shows MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + mCBA]
+
 (m/z 991), which almost exclusively 
shows loss of protonated mCBA (m/z 835). A small peak shows additional loss of a methyl 
radical in addition to the protonated acid (m/z 820), and a peak at m/z 852 suggests in-situ 
formation of an Fe
IV
=O radical species by loss of the acyl fragment (C7H4ClO).  
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Figure 4.9.  rDESI MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + mCBA]
+
 (m/z 991). CID energy was set to 30; Activation time 30 ms. 
 Figure 4.10 shows MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + O + mCBA]
+
 (m/z 1007), which shows an 
intense combined loss of the protonated acid and H2O (m/z 833), suggesting that this is primarily 
an mCBA adduct with an extra oxygen. Other prominent peaks show mass differences of 17 and 
18 Da (loss of ·OH and H2O), 155 and 156 Da (loss of ·mCBA and protonated mCPBA), and a 
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small peak at a difference of 171 Da, which suggests loss of an intact peroxo radical. Finally, 
there is a small peak at m/z 705. which corresponds to loss of an acyl fragment of mCBA 
(C7H4ClO), a mesityl radical (C9H11) and CO.  
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Figure 4.10.  rDESI MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + O + mCBA]
+
 (m/z 1007). CID energy set to 30; Activation time 30 ms. 
 Figure 4.11 shows MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + mCPBA + Cl]
+
 (m/z 1042),  which has 
numerous identifiable fragments. H2O and ·OH loss are observed at m/z 1024 and 1025, 
respectively. HCl loss is observed at m/z 1006, and coupled to H2O and ·OH loss at m/z 988 and 
989, respectively. Loss of the protonated acid is observed at m/z 886, m/z 868 (with H2O loss), 
m/z 850 (with HCl loss), and m/z 832 (with combined H2O and HCl loss). Aldehydic mCBA 
fragment (C7H5OCl) losses are observed at m/z 884 (with concomitant H2O loss) and m/z 848 
(with combined H2O and HCl loss).  
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Figure 4.11.  rDESI MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + mCPBA + Cl]
+
 (m/z 1042). CID energy set to 30; Activation time 30 ms. 
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 Figure 4.12 shows MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + mCPBA + mCBA]
+
 (m/z 1162),  which 
primarily shows loss of mCBA and mCPBA radicals to yield the intact Fe-TMP (m/z 836). This 
would strongly suggest that this species is in fact largely a peroxo complex, although two formal 
oxidizing equivalents more positive than expected. Other notable peaks include m/z 1007 
(mCBA radical loss), 1006 (protonated acid loss), 1004 (combined H2O and aldehydic mCBA 
loss), and 988 (combined H2O and protonated acid loss).  
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Figure 4.12.  rDESI MS/MS of [Fe-TMP + (mCBA)2 + O]
+
 (m/z 1162). CID energy at 30; Activation time 30 ms. 
 Taken together, all of these data suggest that the anionic species added to the iron 
porphyrin complex are, for the most part, bound reversibly to the metal center.  
 
4.6 Effects of MS Inlet Temperature on Iron Porphyrin Oxidation Reactions 
 All data shown previously in this chapter was acquired with a MS inlet temperature of 
275°C. However, it was proposed that this temperature may affect the reaction rate, or produce 
unexpected catalytic species, so it was varied incrementally between 250°C and 125°C, with 
rDESI spectra acquired of the reaction between mCPBA (10
-4
 M; 10 μL/min) and surface-
desorbed Fe-TPP (5 μL of 10-3 M). Representative spectra from the two extremes of temperature 
are shown in Figure 4.13. At higher temperatures, there is a general trend of increased intensity 
for highly oxidized peaks (m/z 719, 750, 855, and 1524) compared to lower temperatures, which 
suggests that higher temperatures may drive the reaction further either by increasing the internal 
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energy of the system or by increasing evaporation rates.
76
 However, these changes are fairly 
minor, and the overall speciation / reaction is similar between the two conditions. In addition, 
there does not seem to be a significant difference in signal intensity between the two 
experiments. So, the inlet temperature was held at 275°C for the remainder of experiments.  
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Figure 4.13.  rDESI MS of reaction between Fe-TPP and mCPBA at inlet temperatures of A) 250°C and B) 125°C. 
4.7 Effects of Atmospheric O2 on Iron Porphyrin Oxidation Reactions 
 In an effort to eliminate the possible effects of atmospheric O2 on the catalytic reaction, a 
chamber was constructed to enclose the rDESI-MS experiment while a positive pressure of N2 
prevented unwanted ambient O2 from interfering with the reaction (see experiment schematic in 
Fig. 4.14A). In addition, the solvents used during the rDESI experiment were purged with N2 for 
20 minutes prior to analysis, thus ensuring a complete lack of O2. Figure 4.14B shows a 
representative mass spectrum from this experiment, The spectrum shows identical chemistry to 
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experiments done under atmosphere, which strongly suggests that the O2 in air plays no role in 
these rDESI experiments. Therefore, future experiments were continued in ambient environment.  
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Figure 4.14.  A) Schematic of N2-chamber rDESI. B) Representative mass spectrum from chamber experiment.  
4.8 Effects of Decreased pH on Iron Porphyrin Oxidation State 
 In an effort to better understand some of the potential Fe
IV
 species observed in our mass 
spectra, an experiment was undertaken to determine if this oxidation was in any way pH-
dependent. Previous work on water-soluble iron porphyrins has shown a pronounced pH 
dependence on the oxidation state of the porphyrin ring in the Fe
IV
=O complex,
77
 and we were 
interested to see if some analogous effect could explain our observation of highly oxidized Fe
IV
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species in the absence of the stabilizing oxo ligand. Much to our surprise, data in Figure 4.15 
shows a pronounced pH effect on the oxidation state of Fe-TMP in the absence of any oxidant, as 
adding HCl to the spray results in a significant increase in the amount of Fe
IV
-Cl species 
observed (m/z 871). While it is reasonable to expect the addition of chloride ions in the spray 
solvent to shift the speciation of the metal complex, it was not expected that its addition would 
effect an apparent oxidation of the catalyst. This effect is still unexplained and further 
complicates our understanding of the complex chemistry of these iron porphyrin systems. 
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Figure 4.15.  rTM
1
-DESI mass spectrum of Fe-TMP (3x10 μL of 10-3 M spotted on mesh) with A) pure 4:1 
DCM:MeOH and B) 12 mM HCl in 4:1 DCM:MeOH used as spray solvents (10 μL/min; 200 psi N2).  
4.9 Initial Attempts at Introducing a Catalytic Substrate in rDESI-MS 
 As seen in the previous chapter, adding propranolol (a known catalytic substrate for iron 
porphyrin oxidation
39
) to a syringe containing mCPBA results in aliphatic and non-catalyst-
controlled oxidation of the substrate prior to the MS experiment. The ultimate solution to this 
problem was the introduction of rTM
2
-DESI-MS, but the precursor to this experiment was a 
combined rDESI-EESI (extractive electrospray ionization) experiment designed to introduce 
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propranolol on the fly and intercept catalytic intermediates generated from the surface (Fig. 
4.16A). A traditional rDESI experiment is conducted perpendicular to the MS inlet, where a 
nebulized solution of mCPBA (white) is sprayed at a paper surface bearing Fe-TDFPP (blue), 
generating catalytic intermediates (light blue). The microdroplet plume desorbed from the 
surface is intercepted by another microdroplet stream bearing propranolol (red), which is 
directed straight into the MS inlet. Reaction occurs (purple) as the droplets travel into the inlet of 
the mass spectrometer. A resultant mass spectrum from this experiment is shown in Figure 
4.16B. Catalytic substrate and product are both observed (m/z 260 and 276, respectively) in 
addition to catalyst-based species at higher mass. While this experiment very clearly 
demonstrates the principle of separate reagent introduction in the rDESI experiment, it was 
ultimately not pursued because of the exacting geometric requirements of this experiment, which 
make it nearly impossible to reproduce from day to day.  
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Figure 4.16. A) Schematic of the combined rDESI-EESI experiment. B) Representative mass spectrum from this 
experiment. mCPBA (5x10
-4
 M) sprayed at 8 μL/min with 200 psi N2; 10
-3
 M Fe-TDFPP spotted; propranolol 
solution (10
-7
 M) sprayed at 3 μL/min with 200 psi N2. Primary sprayer 10.1 mm from inlet and 2.1 mm to the left at 
an 80° angle with respect to the inlet. The secondary sprayer was positioned 22.5 mm from the MS inlet and 90° to 
the primary emitter.  
4.10 Off-Path Chloride Oxidation 
 In the absence of other oxidizable substrates, Fe
IV
=O porphyrin radical species have been 
reported to oxidize chloride ions, though the products of this oxidation are disputed.
75
 In an 
rTM
2
-DESI experiment with an extremely low concentration of propranolol deposited on the 
second mesh, a peak is observed corresponding to Cl2 addition to Fe-TPFPP (m/z 1098) in spite 
of the absence of an adduct with a single Cl (Fig. 4.17A). This species is quite possibly an 
adduct to in-situ-generated Cl2 via two separate Cl
-
 oxidations by Fe
IV
=O radical species in an 
off-path catalytic reaction. This claim is further supported by an additional experiment adding 
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100x higher concentration of propranolol to the second mesh (Fig. 4.17C). At this higher 
substrate concentration, the Cl2 peak disappears, suggesting that propranolol outcompetes Cl
-
 for 
available reactive catalyst. This may partially explain the observed phenomenon that changing 
the axial ligand of the iron porphyrin salt can tune its reactivity.
49, 78
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Figure 4.17. rTM
2
-DESI mass spectrum of catalytic reaction with 5 μL of A) low and B) high concentration 
propranolol solution deposited on the second mesh. 5 μL of 5x10-6 M Fe-TPFPP spotted on first mesh, and 10-6 M 
mCPBA sprayed at 30 μL/min with 200 psi N2. 
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 Figure 4.18. Catalyst-related structures. For simplification, the porphyrin ring (TPP) has been depicted in a “side-
on” view, with two horizontal lines representing the tetradentate ligand binding the iron in the four equatorial 
positions of the octahedral geometry. Addition ligand binding to the two vacant axial sites is represented by bonding 
above and below the Fe. Ligand-based hydroxylation is represented in blue.  
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CHAPTER 5 
CHARACTERIZATION OF IRON(II) TPA CATALYTIC INTERMEDIATES BY 
AMBIENT MASS SPECTROMETRY  
5.1 Notes and Acknowledgements 
 This project was undertaken in collaboration with Lawrence Que’s group at the 
University of Minnesota. This collaboration was primarily coordinated through his postdoc 
Williamson Oloo, who synthesized the iron complexes and shipped them to us, as well as 
acquiring/interpreting NMR spectra. In our laboratory, Jed Veach worked closely with me on 
most of these experiments, and the “Testing for Potential Fe-Catalyzed Ligand Oxidation” 
experiments were primarily conducted by him at my suggestion. I acknowledge his assistance 
with these experiments, as well as some data analysis, valuable discussions, and the creation of 
Figure 9. The iron catalysts were synthesized in the Que group and sent to our laboratory, but the 
free TPA ligand was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich.  
5.2 Abstract 
 Oxidation reactions of iron(II) tris(pyridyl)amine (Fe
II
-TPA) by H2O2 are investigated by 
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) and reactive transmission-mode desorption 
electrospray ionization (rTM-DESI) MS with the goal of observing highly oxidized HO-Fe
V
=O 
species implicated in catalytic C-H oxidation cycles. MS/MS experiments are used to 
characterize highly oxidized species observed in these experiments. MS experiments are also 
conducted at low temperature to stabilize reactive species and enable their MS detection. The 
HO-Fe
V
=O is tentatively observed by rTM-DESI-MS, while the Fe
III
-OOH species is observed 
by ESI-MS at -40°C. Free TPA ligand experiments are conducted to rule out the possibility that 
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oxidized species observed in rTM-DESI-MS experiments have undergone O-atom addition on 
the ligand, rather than at the Fe center.  
5.3 Introduction 
 Selective C-H functionalizations catalyzed by iron complexes are gaining momentum in 
the field of organic synthesis and natural product research.
7, 79-81
 Que and coworkers, drawing 
from structures and functionalities found in nature, have designed numerous N4-ligated Fe 
complexes capable of hydrocarbon oxidation by use of the mild and biologically relevant oxidant 
H2O2.
8, 82
 One promising catalyst in this class, iron(II) tris(pyridyl)amine (Fe
II
-TPA), has 
demonstrated a unique ability to stereospecifically create cis-diols across olefin double bonds.
83, 
84
 In their initial studies on this catalytic system, they observed a Fe
III
-OOH catalytic 
intermediate.
83, 85
 However, studies involving 
18
O-labeled H2O showed a single 
18
O incorporation 
into the diol product, which suggested that the Fe
III
-OOH species was not the actual oxidant but a 
precursor to the active oxidant, which is derived from water attack on the Fe
III
-OOH species 
)which drives heterolytic O-O bond cleavage).
83, 86
 The active oxidant resulting from this 
reaction would be a HO-Fe
V
=O species—a notion supported by DFT calculations.84  
 The HO-Fe
V
=O species was observed for a similar catalyst via variable-temperature 
cryospray mass spectrometry (MS) at -40°C.
12
 The intensity of this species decayed rapidly with 
increasing temperatures, indicating its instability and/or short lifetime, and it was found to react 
with gas-phase olefins introduced into the MS instrument. Previous MS studies on Fe-TPA have 
observed Fe
II
, Fe
III
-OH, and Fe
III
-OOH species (the latter only at -40°C and confirmed by 
MS/MS),
83
 but no evidence for HO-Fe
V
=O observation by MS or any other method has ever 
been reported for this catalyst. Ambient MS methods such as reactive DESI
23, 24
 and more 
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recently-developed methods in our laboratory (see Chapters 3 and 4) are capable of intercepting 
fleeting catalytic reaction intermediates on timescales as short as a few ms.
26-31
 Therefore, it was 
proposed that the recently-developed rTM
1
-DESI-MS method would be capable of intercepting 
the elusive HO-Fe
V
=O species of Fe-TPA activated by H2O2.  
5.4 Initial Characterization of the First Iron(II) TPA Sample by TM-DESI-MS and MS/MS  
 To begin characterizing the Fe
II
-TPA catalyst by MS, TM-DESI experiments were 
performed with no reagent in the solvent spray. The Fe complex came as a salt with two triflate 
(OTf; chemical formula: CF3SO3
-
) counterions. Figure 5.1A shows the TM-DESI mass spectrum 
of Fe
II
-TPA using clean ACN as a spray solvent. As seen in the mass spectrum, there is extensive 
oxidation of the TPA catalyst despite a complete lack of oxidant in the spray. Expected Fe
II
 
species are observed at m/z 173 (doubly charged, no ligation), 193.5 (doubly charged, ACN 
ligation), 363 (OH-ligated), 381 (Cl-ligated), and 495 (OTf-ligated). Structures for all of the 
observed species in this mass spectrum are shown in Figure 5.1B. Surprisingly, μ-oxo bridged 
Fe
III
 dimers are observed at m/z 1023 (+ OH + 2OTf), 1041 (+ Cl + 2OTf), and 1155 (+ 3OTf), 
which are believed to be oxidized intermediates that are formed en route to activating the Fe 
catalyst to the proposed Fe
V
=O active catalytic species.
83, 86
 The observation of these species is 
disconcerting because there should be no oxidation occurring in this experiment (given the clean 
solvent employed), even if these species are known to be catalytically relevant. In addition, the 
Fe
II
 monomer species observed in the mass spectrum also have peaks at 16 Da higher mass, 
corresponding to O atom addition to each of these peaks. These peaks are most likely due to 
ligand hydroxylation similar to the iron porphyrins (see Chapters 3 and 4) that must have 
occurred either in the synthetic process or during the months sitting on the shelf in our 
laboratory. Finally, and least sensibly, there is a peak observed at m/z 362 that would correspond 
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either to an Fe
III
=O species or an Fe
I
 species with an oxidized ligand, neither of which seem 
likely.  
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Figure 5.1.  A) TM-DESI mass spectrum of the original Fe
II
-TPA sample.  5 μL of 9x10-4 M Fe-TPA spotted; 
acetonitrile (ACN) spray solvent flow rate of 2 μL/min with 220 psi N2. B) Structures of observed catalytic species. 
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 Due to the unexpected and unexplained presence of many of these species, all Fe peaks 
were characterized by tandem MS in an attempt to gain better structural insight (Figures 5.2, 5.3 
and 5.4). The four Fe
II
 species (Fig. 5.2) show consistent loss of methylpyridine (C6H7N; 93 Da), 
sometimes coupled to another neutral loss such as H2O from the Fe
II
-OH precursor (+18 Da, Fig. 
5.2B). The Fe
II
-OH precursor also shows combined loss of a pyridine and water (C5H5N + H2O; 
97 Da). The Fe
II
-OH and Fe
II
-OTf precursors (Fig. 5.2B and 5.2D) show loss of their protonated 
ligands (H2O = 18 Da for Fe
II
-OH; HCF3SO3 = 150 Da for Fe
II
-OTf). The Fe
II
-Cl precursor (Fig. 
5.2D) also shows loss of a methylpyridine radical (C6H6N, 92 Da) coupled to HCl loss (36 Da). 
Loss of two methylpyridine radicals (184 Da) is also observed. The Fe
II
-OTf precursor shows 
interesting chemistry occurring during ion activation, as the primary daughter ion results from 
loss of CF2SO3, leaving an iron(II) fluoride at m/z 365. Another interesting ligand 
rearrangements is observed to yield CF3SO2 loss (133 Da). Taken together, these results show 
that Fe
II
-TPA complexes yield similar fragmentation patterns (unless a triflate ligand is present), 
which is useful information going forward to identify fragmentations of more complicated 
catalytic species.   
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Figure 5.2. TM-DESI Orbitrap CID spectra of TPA complexes of A) Fe
II
, B) Fe
II
-OH, C) Fe
II
-Cl, and D) Fe
II
-OTf. 
For all CID experiments in this chapter, CID energy set to 30; Activation time 30 ms. 
 Fragmentation of the Fe
III
-O-Fe
III
 species show much greater variety in their 
fragmentation, but peaks observed in Figure 5.3 confirm the assignment of these species as oxo-
bridged dimers. For the Fe
III
-O-Fe
III –(OTf)3 species (m/z 1155 precursor; Fig. 5.3A), Fe
II
-TPA 
monomers are observed at m/z 365 (Fe
II
-F species) and 495 (Fe
II
-OTf species), as well as an 
Fe
IV
=O species at m/z 511 (OTf adduct). These fragments are all consistent with oxo-bridged Fe2 
dimers where Fe-O bond cleavage either results in reduction (Fe
II
 fragments) or oxidation (Fe
IV
 
fragment) of the iron center in the course of losing a neutral iron complex. The Fe
III
-O-Fe
III –
(OTf)2-Cl species (m/z 1041 precursor; Fig. 5.3B) shows similar fragmentations (m/z 381 = Fe
II
-
Cl; m/z 495 = Fe
II
-OTf; m/z 397 = Cl-Fe
IV
=O) as seen in Fig. 5.3A, but the main fragmentation 
peak actually occurs at m/z 751, which results from the loss of a neutral TPA ligand. A similar 
peak is observed for the Fe
III
-O-Fe
III –(OTf)2-OH species (m/z 1023 precursor; Fig. 5.3B) at m/z 
733, in addition to the expected Fe
II
-OH, Fe
II
-F, and Fe
II
-OTf peaks (m/z 363, 365 and 495 
respectively). While loss of TPA is unexpected as a tetradentate ligand, these observations do not 
call into question the identity of these peaks as μ-oxo bridged FeIII dimers.  
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Figure 5.3. TM-DESI CID spectra of μ-oxo FeIII2-(OTf)2 complexes with additional A) OTf, B) Cl, and C) OH 
anions. A and B were acquired with the Orbitrap; C was acquired with the ion trap due to low signal.  
 Fragmentation of the proposed “ligand-oxidized” FeII species show masses consistent 
with ligand oxidation at the linker C atoms of the TPA ligand. Tandem MS of m/z 181.04, the 
doubly charged Fe
II
 species with oxidized ligand (Fig. 5.4A), shows a predominant peak at m/z 
126.5 as was seen in the fragmentation of non-oxidized Fe
II
-TPA (Fig. 5.2A). This corresponds 
to loss of neutral hydroxymethylpyridine (109 Da), and only a small peak is observed at m/z 
134.5, corresponding to the loss of methylpyridine (93 Da). This result indicates that oxidation 
alters the electronic structure on the methylpyridine moiety and forces it to preferentially 
fragment from the complex over the non-oxidized methylpyridine moieties. Another alteration of 
the fragmentation pathway is observed by peaks at m/z 252, 254, and 268, which corresponded to 
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losses of protonated hydroxymethylpyridine (m/z 110), formylpyridine, and methylpyridine (m/z 
94) respectively. Fragments displaying this separation of the two positive charges do not appear 
in Figure 5.2A, indicating that the presence of oxygen allows for more variable fragmentation 
pathways. Other interesting peaks include loss of water (m/z 172) from the alkyl chain and loss 
of HCN (m/z 167.5) from a pyridine ring. Figure 5.4B shows the fragmentation of the ligand-
oxidized Fe
II
-OTf species. Water loss is observed at m/z 493, as well as protonated triflic acid 
loss at m/z 361. The only other fragment results from loss of formyl pyridine (107 Da), again 
strongly suggesting that hydroxylation has occurred on the linker C atom. While these MS/MS 
experiments confirm that the catalyst has undergone extensive oxidation prior to any 
experimentation, they do not provide any indication of how this oxidation occurred, or how to 
prevent its occurrence in the future. In response to these discouraging results, a new Fe-TPA 
sample was synthesized and sent to our laboratory for all experiments going forward, in hopes 
that it would be free of this interfering oxidation.  
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Figure 5.4. TM-DESI CID spectra of ligand-oxidized Fe
II
-TPA complexes with A) no additional ligation or B) OTf 
ligation.  Both spectra were acquired in the Orbitrap due to the high abundance of precursor signal.  
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5.5  Characterization of the New Iron(II) TPA Sample by TM-DESI-MS  
 After receiving the new Fe-TPA sample, we began to store it in the freezer rather than in 
a cabinet at room temperature in order to prevent oxidation. According to our collaborators, Fe-
TPA is not known to air-oxidize at room temperature in ambient atmosphere; nevertheless they 
suggested we store the new sample more carefully. Figure 5.5 shows a TM-DESI mass spectrum 
of the new Fe-TPA complex taken the day we received the sample. The spectrum is remarkably 
clean, with high intensity, and shows exclusively Fe
II
 species, including a triflate-bridged 
Fe2(OTf)3 dimer (m/z 1139). Due to the purity of this sample observed by MS (which agrees with 
its purity by NMR spectra acquired by our collaborators), it was used for all remaining 
experiments so that when oxidation does occur in a TM-DESI experiment, we can say with 
confidence that it had not occurred prior to the analysis.  
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Figure 5.5. TM-DESI spectra of new Fe
II
-TPA sample. 5 μL of 9x10-4 M catalyst spotted. ACN used as spray 
solvent; flow rate 5 μL/min, with 200 psi N2. 
5.6 Observation of Putative FeV=O species by rTM1-DESI-MS and MS/MS 
 With a new sample of verified purity in hand, Fe-TPA oxidation/activation by H2O2 
could be explored by rTM
1
-DESI-MS. In bulk catalytic reactions, H2O2 is used as the terminal 
oxidant, and is often infused in via syringe pump over the course of 30 min.
83
 When 97 mM 
H2O2 in ACN is used as the spray solvent in rTM
1
-DESI-MS, oxidation of the Fe
II
 species to 
Fe
III
-OH species is observed (Fig. 5.6A) at m/z 181.5 (doubly charged, no additional ligand), 398 
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(Cl adduct), and 512 (OTf adduct). Observation of these encouraging new peaks strongly 
suggests that reaction between Fe-TPA with H2O2 is occurring in the microdroplets. In addition, 
a small peak is observed at m/z 189.5, whose exact mass is consistent with addition of 2 O atoms 
and 1 H atom to the Fe-TPA catalyst. This species could possibly be the HO-Fe
V
=O intermediate 
proposed to be responsible for cis-dihydroxylation of olefins observed in this catalytic system.
8, 
12, 82, 86, 87
 This type of species has been definitively observed for a related catalyst by cryospray-
ESI-MS,
12
 but has never been observed by any technique for Fe-TPA. This peak would therefore 
represent the first ever observation of an Fe
V
=O species in this catalyst system. Because of the 
possible significance of this observation, further experiments were undertaken to further support 
this identification and to rule out other formulations.  
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Figure 5.6. A) rTM
1
-DESI spectra of new Fe
II
-TPA (5 μL of 10-4 M spotted) reacting with 97 mM H2O2 dissolved 
in ACN sprayed at 15 μL/min with 200 psi N2. B) Possible structures of oxidized catalytic intermediates observed.  
 Characterization of this [Fe-TPA(O)(OH)]
2+
 species by tandem MS (Fig 5.7) primarily 
shows loss of water at m/z 180.5, similar to MS/MS of the Fe
II
-OH species (see Fig. 5.2B). In 
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addition, a small OH loss is observed (m/z 181). There is not a peak corresponding to loss of 
OOH (33 Da), which would be indicative of a Fe
III
-OOH species.
86
 However, its absence, while 
encouraging, is not necessarily strong evidence for an Fe
V
=O species. Since these MS/MS 
experiments did not provide clear enough evidence to definitively identify m/z 189.5 as the 
Fe
V
=O species, additional experiments were undertaken to rule out other possible formulations.  
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Figure 5.7. MS/MS of m/z 189.54 generated by the rTM
1
-DESI reaction between Fe
II
-TPA (5 μL of 10-4 M spotted) 
and 9.7 mM H2O2 dissolved in ACN sprayed at 15 μL/min with 200 psi N2.  
5.7 Testing for Potential Fe-Catalyzed Ligand Oxidation 
 One possible isobar of the putative Fe
V
=O peak described in the previous section would 
be a Fe
III
-OH species with an oxidized ligand. Similar behavior was observed with the iron 
porphyrin catalysts (see chapters 3 and 4), where the iron catalyst was capable of hydroxylating 
the porphyrin ring, which confuses the identification of potential catalytic intermediates. In order 
to try to rule out this possibility, experiments were performed that added free TPA ligand to the 
reaction between Fe-TPA and H2O2 in a rTM
2
-DESI-MS experiment. Figure 5.8A shows rTM
2
-
DESI reaction between H2O2 in the spray solvent and TPA ligand desorbed from the second 
mesh with a blank first mesh. Sodiated TPA (Na-TPA) is observed at m/z 313, and this species 
represents an analogue to Fe-TPA because both are TPA ligands complexed to a charged metal 
atom, but Na-TPA has the advantage of being unable to form a metal-oxo complex. Hence, any 
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oxidation of this species must be on the ligand. In Figure 5.8B, Fe-TPA is added to the first 
mesh. A comparison of the two spectra reveals that Fe-TPA does not seem to oxidize the TPA 
ligand, since the ratio of oxidized to unoxidized Na-TPA does not significantly change with 
addition of Fe-TPA ((1.1 ± 0.7) x 10
-3
 without Fe-TPA (n = 6); (0.9 ± 0.5) x 10
-3
 with Fe-TPA (n 
= 4)). These results are in stark contrast to the iron porphyrins, where similar experiments 
showed extensive Fe-catalyzed oxidation of the free porphyrin ligand. These results suggest that 
Fe-TPA is not capable of hydroxylation of its own ligand. In addition, the ratio of oxidized Na-
TPA to its unoxidized form is extremely low (1.1x10
-3
) compared to the abundance of the [Fe-
TPA(O)(OH)]
2+
 peak to the sum of its Fe
III
-OH counterparts (3.2x10
-2
; see Fig. 5.6A), which 
strongly suggests that these two types of species are chemically distinct. These results provide 
evidence against the possibility that [Fe-TPA(O)(OH)]
2+
 is a ligand-oxidized Fe
III
-OH species, 
thus helping rule out one possible isobar.  
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Figure 5.8. Representative rTM
2
-DESI mass spectra of reaction between H2O2 (9.7 mM in ACN, sprayed at 15 
μL/min with 200 psi N2) and A) free TPA ligand (5 μL of 10
-4
 M spotted) with blank first mesh, and B) free TPA 
ligand with Fe-TPA (5 μL of 10-4 M spotted) on first mesh.  
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5.8 Mixing Tee ESI Experiments at Room Temperature and -40°C 
 Since rTM
n
-DESI captures reaction intermediates on a millisecond timescale or shorter 
(see Chapter 3 and other references
26-29
), it is expected to capture short-lived reaction 
intermediates such as the putative Fe
V
=O species. On the other hand, ESI-based techniques 
typically cannot achieve these timescales unless specialized microfluidic mixers are employed.
19, 
22
  Reaction times of a few seconds can, however, be achieved quite easily in ESI-MS by use of a 
static mixing tee (see Fig. 5.9). This setup has previously been employed with the Fe-TPA/H2O2 
system at -40°C to observe the Fe
III
-OOH intermediate,
83
 which is isobaric with our putative 
HO-Fe
V
=O species. In order to try to rule out the possibility that the m/z 189.5 peak observed in 
rTM
1
-DESI-MS is the previously reported Fe
III
-OOH, mixing tee ESI-MS experiments were 
performed both at -40°C (as previously reported), as well as room temperature (as rTM
1
-DESI is 
done).  
Oxidant In
Catalyst In
Reaction 
Mixture Out
N2 In Sonic Spray 
Emitter
Mass Spectrometer 
Inlet
Reaction Time = 
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Figure 5.9. Schematic of mixing tee ESI-MS experiment. 13 cm of 75 μm ID fused silica constitutes the reaction 
vessel from the mixing tee to the ESI emitter tip, resulting in a reaction volume of 0.574 μL. This means reaction 
times will be, for example, 8.6 sec for a combined solvent flow rate of 4 μL/min and 2.9 sec at a flow rate of 12 
μL/min. For -40°C experiments, the mixing tee was placed in a dry ice bath. 
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 Figure 5.10 shows ESI mass spectra of reaction between Fe-TPA and H2O2 over three 
different reaction times, which were adjusted by varying the reagent flow rates through the 
mixing tee reactor. As the reaction times decrease, there is an expected decrease in Fe
III
-OH 
species observed relative to the corresponding Fe
II
 species. However, in no case is a peak 
observed at m/z 189.5, indicating that this peak, whatever it is, has a lifetime of less than a few 
seconds at room temperature. Thus, as expected, the rTM
1
-DESI experiment is capturing a short-
lived reaction intermediate, though whether it is the Fe
III
-OOH species or the HO-Fe
V
=O species 
cannot be determined from this data alone.  
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Figure 5.10. Mixing tee ESI mass spectra of reaction between 10
-5
 M Fe-TPA and 9.7x10
-4
 M H2O2 at combined 
flow rates of A) 4 μL/min, B) 8 μL/min, and C) 12 μL/min, corresponding to the reaction times shown in each 
spectrum.  
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 Previous reports from the Que group suggest that at lower temperatures, the Fe
III
-OOH 
intermediate is stable enough to be observed by ESI-MS and characterized by MS/MS.
83
 In 
hopes of replicating this result, as well as confirming that the m/z 189.5 peak observed in rTM
1
-
DESI-MS is not the Fe
III
-OOH species, the mixing tee reaction was cooled to -40°C by a dry ice 
bath with a 3:2 mixture of MeOH:H2O, and identical conditions were used as those previously in 
the Que group. Contrary to our mixing tee ESI mass spectra at room temperature, a peak at m/z 
189.5 appears at -40°C that could be the Fe
III
-OOH species, so MS/MS was performed on this 
peak (Fig. 5.11). The resulting fragmentation spectrum is drastically different than that observed 
from rTM
1
-DESI (Fig. 5.7), suggesting that the two species generated in the two experiments are 
in fact different molecules, though obviously isomers of one another. An important peak is 
observed at m/z 173 in Figure 5.11, which corresponds to the loss of intact OOH—a  peak 
characteristic of Fe
III
-OOH TPA complexes.
67, 83
 Additional peaks observed are loss of OH (17 
Da), H2O (18 Da), combined H2O and H (19 Da), CO (28 Da), and 2H2O (36 Da). While some of 
these peaks appear in both Figures 5.7 and 5.11, their relative intensities are drastically different, 
suggesting different fragmentation pathway preferences for the two distinct chemical species. 
The fact that the conditions employed here are identical to the previously reported experiments 
which observe Fe
III
-OOH, combined with the observation of the OOH loss peak in the MS/MS, 
provide powerful evidence that the Fe
III
-OOH intermediate is the species captured in the cold 
ESI-MS experiment. On the other hand, the distinct species captured in the rTM
1
-DESI-MS 
experiment is in all probability the elusive HO-Fe
V
=O species, which would represent the first 
observation of this species ever for this catalytic system.  
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Figure 5.11. Cold (-40°C) mixing tee ESI tandem mass spectrum of m/z 189.5 generated from reaction between 0.7 
mM Fe-TPA and 7 mM H2O2 at combined flow rate of 8 μL min, corresponding to a reaction time of 4.2 sec. A 
lower nebulizing gas pressure (60 psi N2) was used to provide gentler ionization. +5 kV applied to Fe-containing 
syringe. 
5.9 Future Directions 
 The next, and most powerful, experiment designed to confirm the identity of m/z 189.5 as 
the HO-Fe
V
=O species will involve 
18
O-atom labeling experiments. The HO-Fe
V
=O species is 
believed to form via water attack on the Fe
III
-OOH species, resulting in heterolytic O-O bond 
cleavage to yield water and the Fe
V
=O species.
12, 82-84, 86-88
 By using H2
16
O2 dissolved in H2
18
O as 
the starting source of oxidant, there should be a 2 Da shift in the mass of the HO-Fe
V
=O 
complex, thus providing strong evidence for its identity.  
 Another exciting future experiment will be the introduction of an olefinic substrate on the 
second mesh of a rTM
2
-DESI experiment. If the true active catalyst is forming in the experiment 
as our data suggests, it should be capable of dihydroxylating an olefin. Lipids and fatty acids 
provide a convenient olefin source that can easily ionize in negative (fatty acids) and positive 
(phosphocholines) mode MS, and will be employed as catalytic substrates for this system.  
 Finally, a similar experiment can be performed to introduce a catalytic substrate, not in 
the liquid phase, but the gas phase of the LTQ itself.
12, 89
 Observation of an adduct of 
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cyclooctene to the putative HO-Fe
V
=O species trapped in the LTQ would strongly suggest that 
this species is in fact the active catalyst.  
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CHAPTER 6 
FUTURE DIRECTIONS: CHARACTERIZATION OF MULTICATALYTIC SYSTEMS 
BY AMBIENT MASS SPECTROMETRY  
6.1 Notes and Acknowledgements 
 Work in this chapter is preliminary in nature. I had done extensive background reading 
on this project but very little experimental work when I began to transition it to Jed Veach and 
Troy Comi, so this section functions more like an introduction into the project to come. Troy 
Comi was involved with most of the experiment planning, as well as the actual experimentation 
itself. He also helped make all of the figures.  
6.2 Abstract 
 The introduction and characterization of reactive TM
n
-DESI as a simple means to study 
more complicated reactions opens up numerous new vistas in the area of catalytic reaction 
mechanism research. One such avenue involves the characterization of reaction mechanisms for 
complex multi-catalytic systems employing, for example, both a transition-metal catalyst and an 
organocatalyst working in tandem to achieve a complex chemical transformation. A combined 
Pd/proline-catalyzed reaction was chosen to study by ambient MS due to the charged nature of 
various reaction intermediates, which should be easily observed by mass spectrometry. While 
certain steps of the reaction (e.g. ligand exchange onto the metal) occurred very rapidly in an 
ambient MS experiment, the overall catalytic reaction was found to be too slow to study using 
the methodologies developed in this laboratory, as evinced by ESI-MS studies on the bulk 
reaction. Future studies will study systems with faster kinetics in hopes of observing reaction 
products and intermediates by ambient MS.  
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6.3 Introduction 
 Multi-catalytic reactions represent a shift in the paradigm of synthetic chemistry. The 
obviation of intermediate purification steps by performing multiple reactions in one pot 
significantly reduces chemical waste, and otherwise impossible chemical transformations can be 
performed with ease.
90-94
 This strategy mimics biological systems, where multiple enzymes 
operate cooperatively on a single substrate to accomplish complex multi-step chemical 
transformations in a single solvent/matrix.
90
 The challenge of bringing this strategy into the 
laboratory comes in finding synthetic catalytic systems with the desired compatibility and 
specificity that allows reach reaction to operate successfully without interference from the other 
catalyst.
91, 92
 This can be accomplished with either homogenous
91
 or heterogeneous
93
 catalysis, as 
heterogenization can allow for increased catalyst compatibility. Examples of homogeneous 
catalysis from the literature have seen success with both metal-metal
90, 95, 96
 and metal-
organocatalyst
94, 97-99
 combinations. Specifically, proline catalysis
100, 101
 has shown great promise 
in this area because of the unique modes of activation that are proposed to occur in this catalytic 
paradigm,
91, 94
 which appear to be very compatible with transition-metal activation and catalysis.  
 A useful classification system for multicatalytic reactions has recently been proposed,
92
 
which classes these reactions into one of three categories based on the strategy behind the 
reaction design: sequential catalysis, relay catalysis, and cooperative catalysis. In sequential 
catalysis,
98
 the simplest reaction type, one catalyst is present at the beginning of the reaction, 
which carries out some desired function. After termination of this process, a second catalyst is 
added to the same reaction vessel; this prevents any unwanted cross-reactivity. In relay 
catalysis,
102
 the two catalysts do not share overlapping catalytic cycles, but an in-situ-generated 
intermediate from one cycle feeds into the second cycle. The difference between relay and 
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sequential catalysis lies in the fact that both catalysts are present from the outset, which means 
the two catalytic systems must be compatible. In cooperative catalysis,
95
 the most complex 
implementation of multicatalytic systems, the two catalytic cycles overlap, and each system 
requires the other to function. These systems are perhaps the least well understood, since each 
catalytic cycle cannot be studied individually.  
 Multi-catalyst systems have shown great promise, yet identification of the key reactive 
intermediates is lacking for many of these systems due to the difficulties in characterizing such 
complex reactions in-situ. In addition, synergistic effects between the two catalysts must be 
thoroughly understood in order to find catalysts with not only the best reactivity for a single 
transformation, but also the best compatibility with its partner catalyst.
90, 91
 These are problems 
that our implementations of ambient MS can address. More complex reactive TM-DESI 
manifolds can be designed to accommodate increasingly complex multistep reactions, and these 
should be capable of reacting multiple in-situ-generated reactive species as they travel to the MS 
inlet in order to characterize multi-catalytic systems. What follows are some preliminary 
experiments on a multicatalytic system that can provide valuable insight on the challenges and 
goals of studying multicatalytic reactions by ambient MS. 
6.4 Initial Characterization of Palladium/Proline Multicatalytic System 
 Recently, Usui et al reported
97
 a powerful a-allylation reaction between aldehydes and 
allylic alcohols using a combined Palladium (Pd) / proline catalytic system. An attractive feature 
of employing allylic alcohols for this reaction is that the only byproduct is water, rather than an 
alcohol. This is an appealing system to study from a mass spectrometrist’s perspective, since 
multiple intermediates in the proposed catalytic cycle (both iminium-ion and metal-based 
species) should be positively charged and therefore easily observable by MS. Before such a 
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complicated system can be studied in an online fashion with a method such as TM-DESI, the 
reaction was simplified into some of its primary components to begin to characterize the system 
by MS, starting with the “Pd side” of the reaction. Figure 6.1A shows a liquid-sampling DESI103 
mass spectrum of a solution of the allyl-Palladium chloride dimer employed in this catalytic 
system. Numerous peaks are observed that correspond to identifiable Pd
II
 species, as well as a 
few as-yet unidentified species.  
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Figure 6.1. A) LS-DESI mass spectrum of 5x10
-5
 M Pd dimer in ACN flowing out of a capillary at 1.1 μL/min, and 
sampled by 10 μL/min ACN:MeOH (1:1) as the DESI spray (+3 kV applied), with 200 psi N2. Three as-yet 
unidentified species (two Pd1 species and one Pd2 species) are highlighted in blue.  B) Identities of peaks observed 
in part A).  
 Because the Pd species observed in Figure 6.1A are for the most part expected, an 
experiment was performed that added its ligand in the spray solvent in order to determine if the 
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catalyst formation occurs on the millisecond timescale. Three different concentrations of 
DPEphos ligand (L) were added to the spray solvent which show decreasing formation of the 
active catalyst as the concentration is decreased (Fig. 6.2). These results highlight the rapidity 
with the DPEphos ligand will exchange onto the Pd, as well as the control of speciation provided 
by changing reagent concentrations in this experiment.  
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Figure 6.2. A) Reactive LS-DESI mass spectra of 5x10
-5
 M Pd2 reaction with DPEphos in DESI spray at 
concentrations of A) 2x10
-5
 M, B) 2x10
-6
 M, and C) 2x10
-7
 M. Pd2 solution flow rate was 1.1 μL/min, DESI spray 
flow rate was 10 μL/min with +3 kV applied, and N2 pressure was 200 psi. 
 With these encouraging results in hand, we then attempted to observe the next step in the 
“Pd side” of the reaction: that of ligand exchange, where the allyl ligand on the starting complex 
is replaced by the allylic alcohol involved in the overall catalytic transformation. However, it is 
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believed that this exchange cannot occur unless all other components of the catalytic reaction are 
present,
97
 so an off-line experiment was performed mixing the Pd2 (5x10
-6
 M), DPEphos (1x10
-5
 
M), (DL)-Proline (1x10
-4
 M), 2-Methyl-2-propen-1-ol (5x10
-4
 M), and cyclohexanone (5x10
-3
 
M) all dissolved in ACN and analyzing the bulk reaction by ESI-MS (Fig. 6.3). If the catalytic 
cycle proceeds, the allyl-Pd-L species (m/z 685 in Fig. 6.2) will be irreversibly replaced by a 
species with an addition 14 Da of mass coming from the integration of the allylic alcohol (2-
Methyl-2-propen-1-ol) into the reaction cycle. ESI mass spectra acquired immediately show 
none of this change, but this species evolves slowly over time. The first evidence of this reaction 
appears 140 minutes after reaction initiation (Fig. 6.3A), where a small peak appears at m/z 699. 
These results suggest that this reaction may be too slow to conveniently study by ambient MS 
techniques. After an entire week of reaction, a significantly higher amount of m/z 699 can be 
observed (note the difference in intensity magnification), but its intensity is still less than 2% of 
m/z 685. These results strongly suggest that this reaction is too slow to occur on the ambient MS 
timescale, so other systems should be investigated in the future that have faster kinetics. This 
highlights the primary drawback to the short reaction timescales found in the ambient MS 
methodologies developed in this laboratory: catalytic reactions must surpass a baseline threshold 
of slow kinetics to be viable for study using these methods. For future experiments, faster 
multicatalytic systems may show greater promise for study by ambient MS, and the systems for 
study should be chosen with this in mind.  
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Figure 6.3. A) ESI mass spectra of bulk catalytic Pd/proline reaction at A) 140 min and B) 1 week of reaction time. 
+3 kV was applied to the syringe, which was pumped at 5 μL/min with 200 psi N2 nebulizing gas. 
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